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Thesis Abstract
Throughout the United States long term care facilities have 
only recently began using design to help their residences gain 
a better standard of living or even regain some of their 
independences back. They have begun going about this through 
better design from daylighting and layout of spaces to help 
their residences with dementia live a better life.

Through this project I will expand on these ideas but mainly 
focusing on how these ideas can be improved and utilize to help 
those facing dementia or other diseases that are 
affecting memory or cognitive functions. I will go about this by 
seeing how design and layouts can affect those with impaired 
cognitive functions maintain or regain a measure of 
independences while maintaining a normal level of living. 
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Narrative of the Theoretical 
Aspect of the Thesis 

Throughout the United States the population of adults 
reaching 65 and older is increasing greatly and more 
concerning the amount of those adults with dementia has 
shown to be increasing with older individuals as shown here. 
“In 2002, the prevalence of dementia among individuals aged 
71 and older was 13.9% and comprised 3.4 million individuals 
in the United States (Plassmann et al., 2007). The prevalence 
increases dramatically with age: approximately 5% to 8% of 
individuals over the age of 65, 15% to 20% of individuals over 
the age of 75, and 25% to 50% of individuals over the age of 
85 years are affected (Kawas & Katzman, 1999).” (Gesine 
Marquardt, Dr-Ing, 2011). This shows the need for not only 
more nursing homes but ones that are created to help those 
with dementia keep their independence for as long as possible. 
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So, for this project I will be taking on this challenge as well 
as what I feel are the three major aspects of this problem. 
Which are ones ability to orientation themself and get around 
which is of great importance to ones quality of life as 
without this one is unable to take care of themself or find 
their way to their destination or out of a structure during 
times of emergency. This ability to wayfind is very heavily 
dependent on the architecture of the structure which can be 
shown here. “the most important architectural information for 
wayfinding in people with Alzheimer’s disease comprises the 
identification of reference points and places.” (Gesine 
Marquardt, Dr-Ing, 2011). This quote is referring to how space 
orientation and creating distinctive and unique space 
drastically improves one’s ability to find their way. Which is 
drastically important for those who’s mental capacity for 
discerning such things has degraded

The first premise of the project also play heavily into the 
second premise of creating an area that residences can call 
their home. I say this from experience with my grandmother who 
has stayed in nursing homes before, where she has roommates 
and only a small area for a dresser for her personal 
belongings. By creating individual rooms where residents can 
live, decorate and be in without worrying of disturbing 
others. They will be able to relax and have something that is 
theirs instead of having to share everything. This will also 
help with their independence as they will be able to take care 
of the room as well as the room will act as a reference point 
for the residents to help them move about the facility with 
limited to no help. 
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The final premise that I wish to discuss in detail within this 
project would be that of nature and light. As both are 
necessary for a better living experience as well as can 
greatly help those with dementia in their daily lives as shown 
here. “Most important, sufficient lighting has been shown to be 
a central aspect of a supportive environment 
(Noell-Waggoner, 2002) and to have a major influence on 
residents’ wayfinding abilities: the more light (both artificial 
and natural) there is in a nursing home, the more residents are 
able to find their way around (Netten, 1989).” (Gesine 
Marquardt, Dr-Ing, 2011). I wish to incorporate this premise as 
well into the design because from my experiences many 
nursing homes feel cold and clinical in nature with large 
amounts of harsh lighting. By introducing more natural light 
and natural space and elements. I would like to create a 
spaces that both help residents feel more comfortable, 
create more reference points to help people better find their 
way and provide light to better help residents as well 
without relying too heavily on harsh artificial lights. 

To summarize all of this, I wish to create a facility that gives 
people the ability to hold on to there independence for as 
long as they are able to and to provide them with as best of 
living conditions as I can, Through the uses of architecture 
and landscaping. 
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Project Typology
The typology for this project will be that of a long-term care 
facility located on the southern side of the city of grand forks 
on the North Dakota side of the red river. 

This facility will be a one story structure that encompasses 
the site. This structure will house living areas for the 
residents a small clinical aspects and a chapel with other 
support areas for the day to day operations of the facility.

The reason for this typology being picked is due to how many of 
these facilities within North Dakota are in need of 
modernization to better help their residents.
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Typological Research 
Case study 1: Stoneridge Creek

Fig:1 Stoneridge Creek Exterior Courtyard
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Case study 1: Stoneridge Creek

Introduction

Stoneridge creek health center is a nursing home located in 
Pleasanton, CA. Where it caters to those who need assist in 
daily needs as well as in memory care. The structure is 38,782 
SF in size, with 40 sperate units for residents and 75 total 
beds. The structure is three stories tall with the majority 
of the structure being two stories. As for the other defining 
characteristics of the structure is that it has two internal 
court yards with several ways into it from different areas from 
the facility. The façade uses a large amount of tile and 
terracotta along with a darker color palette. 

Projects elements

Court yards, nursing areas, memory care units, residents 
rooms, kitchens, Dining area, activity rooms, office spaces, 
storage, utility spaces.
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Case study 1: Stoneridge Creek

Uncommon elements

Court yards, size, and number of rooms

Environment

This structure integrates well within its environment very well 
with both the natural and built environment. With the 
natural environment the facility utilizes a large amount of 
natural plant life and utilizes it to create walking paths and 
setting areas for the residents and neighborhood to enjoy. As 
for the built environment, the structure also integrates into 
the rest of the built environment by utilizing many of the same 
materials and color pallet within the structure as well as 
keeping roughly the same scale of the surrounding 
structures. 

Fig:2  
Stoneridge 
Creek Exterior
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Case study 1: Stoneridge Creek

Socially

The facility was very well received by its community and its 
residents. The facility has become integral to the 
neighborhood by becoming a place for residents to meet 
within the neighborhood by use of walking trails and garden 
areas outside the facilities. 

Culturally

Culturally the structure mirrors that of other facilities like 
it as it imbodies the designs for such facilities to offer a more 
home like amenities to the residents of such facilities. 

Light

This facility utilizes a large amount of natural light very well 
throughout the entirety of the structure. Each room has a 
large window that allows a good amount of light into each 
room. As well as the two interior court yards allow for 
natural light to penetrate throughout the facility allowing 
for excellent natural lighting within the facility.  
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Case study 1: Stoneridge Creek

Circulation

Layout

Fig:3

Fig:4

Green Space

Common Area

Staff Area

Restrooms

Residence Rooms

Circulation Space
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Case study 1: Stoneridge Creek

Mass

Mass Elevation

Fig:6

Fig:5
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Case study 1: Stoneridge Creek

Geometry

Geometry 
Elevation

Fig:7

Fig:8
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Case study 1: Stoneridge Creek

Hierarchy

Fig:9

Highest to Lowest 
Importance’s
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Case study 1: Stoneridge Creek

Conclusion

In conclusion this case study I found fairly interesting. As it 
seems to show the current trend in long term care facilities 
that is happing as of now. As for what this case study has 
added to my understanding of my thesis question in general is 
that I should enhances or create as many possibility’s as 
possible to connect residences to the natural environment 
around them while controlling said environment as to not put 
any residents into undue risk. Overall, this case study I feel 
was a good base line as to what long term care facilities are 
striving for as of now. 
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Typological Research 
Case study 2: 

The Burnham Family Memory Care 
Residences at Avery Heights

Fig:10 The Burnham Family Memory Care Common Room
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Case study 2: 
The Burnham Family Memory Care 

Introduction

This facility is located within Hartford Connecticut. It is a 
renovation of a ground floor wing of the larger Avery Heights 
nursing facility, the wing space in memory care is 10,000sf and 
houses 20 units within as from what I can conclude from my 
research of the facility each unit is single occupancy.  As for 
some interesting aspects of the project is that 25% of the 
space is designated for day lit activities as well as utilizes an 
indirect lighting stem for the majority of its artificial lights. 
This project has also received 7 separate awards which are 
Boston Society of Architects / AIA – Healthcare Facilities 
Design Award, Contract Magazine Healthcare Environment 
Awards – Long Term Memory Care, CREW CT Blue Ribbon Awards 
– Best in Class – Healthcare, IIDA New England Award – Best 
Senior Living, IIDA New England Award – Best in Connecticut, 
AIA National Design for Aging Published Project, and IIDA 
Healthcare Award – Extended Care & Assisted Living Facilities.

Project Elements

nursing area, residences rooms, kitchen, Dining area, activity 
room, storage, utility spaces, laundry area.
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Case study 2: 
The Burnham Family Memory Care 

Uncommon 

Communal kitchen, indirect lighting

Environment

This facility utilizes its environment very well through its 
use of its allotted spaces for its facilities within the existing 
structure to maximize the comfort and health of its 
residents as well as how it created two exterior spaces that 
allow residents to connect with nature. The first spaces are a 
plaza seating area that allows residents to chat and 
enjoy nice weather. The second spaces are a small 
garden/walking path that allows residents to enjoy the 
natural plant life there as well as possible birds and small 
animals attracted to the area. 
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Case study 2: 
The Burnham Family Memory Care 

Socially

From what I have found this structure has been designed to 
create and allow for residents to interact with and be around 
each other, while maintain an area of privacy for each resident. 
As for its connection to the rest of the facility and 
neighborhood, residents from what I could find has roughly 
the same amount of connections as an average facility of its 
nature. 

Culturally 

Culturally this facility I would say offers quite a bit. It has 
won 3 ADA awards, 2 AIA awards, and 2 other awards. Its uses 
of lighting and natural aspects show what many of these 
facilities should aim to achieve. 
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Case study 2: 
The Burnham Family Memory Care 

Lighting

Lighting is very well thought out and implemented within the 
design each room is designed to maximize natural lighting, 
through the uses of large windows and use of shading devices. 
It also does a great job with its artificial lighting as well by 
bouncing the light off of another surfaces to allow the light 
to disperse through out the spaces, while cutting down the 
harshness of artificial lights while keeping light at the 
appropriate levels. 

Fig:11 The Burnham Family Memory Care exterior
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Case study 2: 
The Burnham Family Memory Care 

Circulation

Layout

Fig:13

Fig:12

Green Space

Common Area

Staff Area

Restrooms

Residence Rooms

Circulation Space
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Case study 2: 
The Burnham Family Memory Care 

Mass

Mass Elevation

Fig:15

Fig:14
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Case study 2: 
The Burnham Family Memory Care 

Geometry

Geometry 
Elevation

Fig:17

Fig:16
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Case study 2: 
The Burnham Family Memory Care 

Hierarchy

Fig:18

Highest to Lowest 
Importance’s
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Case study 2: 
The Burnham Family Memory Care 

Conclusion

Overall, I have found this project very helpful in the areas 
about lighting and how to approach both natural lighting as 
well as artificial lighting and possible solutions for these 
problems. This project has also shown me a few ways for how 
to group spaces and sizing of certain spaces for my own 
facility. This project also continued to reinforce the ideas of 
natural elements, safety of the residences as well as single 
occupants’ rooms for residents. 
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Typological Research 
Case study 3: Parkside 

Retirement Homes 

Fig:19 Parkside Retirement Homes Atrium
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Case study 3: Parkside 
Retirement Homes 

Introduction

This project is a retirement home low rise. The project is 
located in Bangalore, India close to the airport and 
commercial district. The facility is gated and is 3,000,000sf 
with 156 units in total. each of these units is an 
individual apartment. Some notable characteristics of the 
structure is that of an atrium that opens the interior of the 
structure to the outside. Several other major aspects are 
that of the façade which is very distinctive with its use of 
shapes and color. The final major characteristics of the 
structure is that it incorporates an existing temple into its 
design and layout. 

Project elements

Temple, apartments, community centers and activity rooms, 
atrium, open air plaza on main level.
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Case study 3: Parkside 
Retirement Homes 

Uncommon 

Multiple activity rooms, number of floors, façade, open air 
plaza

Environment

This project integrates well with the surrounding built 
environment through being distinctive but also working with 
many of the neighboring structure. It also works well with 
its site by preserving the temple located on the site by moving 
around the temple while incorporating it into the main plaza 
area. This project does seem to fall short through on the 
natural aspect of the environment as from the images that I 
found it looks as if the areas not within planters where left 
to grow untended with large amount of over growth and weeds 
with in them. 

Fig:20 parkside 
Retirement 
Homes Exterior
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Case study 3: Parkside 
Retirement Homes 

Socially

I could not find a large amount of information on how the 
project works socially. From what I could find the residents 
of the structure find it to be very welcoming and the facility 
seems to have integrated surrounding neighborhood.

Culture 

This facility main points that it does culture is through the 
creation of a community for its residents as well as the 
preservation of a local religious site on the property. 

Lighting

Overall lighting within the atrium and central gathering areas 
is very well done. With a large amount of natural light as well 
as the form of the building is used to both bring in more 
natural light as well as function as a shading device during 
the hottest times of the day.
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Case study 3: Parkside 
Retirement Homes 

Circulation

Layout

Fig:22

Fig:21

Green Space

Common Area

Staff Area

Restrooms

Residence Rooms

Circulation Space
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Case study 3: Parkside 
Retirement Homes 

Mass

Mass 
Elevation

Fig:24

Fig:23
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Case study 3: Parkside 
Retirement Homes 

Mass

Mass 
Elevation

Geometry

Geometry 
Elevation

Fig:26

Fig:25
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Case study 3: Parkside 
Retirement Homes 

Hierarchy

Fig:27

Highest to Lowest 
Importance’s
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Case study 3: Parkside 
Retirement Homes 

Conclusion

Overall, this project continues to reinforce the aspects of 
large amounts of natural day light and bring nature within the 
structure. This project also continues to reinforce the use 
of large communal areas for residents to gather and interact 
with each other. While bringing to light how masses and 
structure may be used to do that.

Hierarchy
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Typological Research 
Case study 4: Scheffau Amwilden 
Karser

Fig:28 Scheffau Amwilden Karser Atrium
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Case study 4:Scheffau Amwilden 
Karser

 

Introduction

This project is located within Scheffau, Austria where in it 
functions as a nursing home. The structure is 5120msq with 
54 units. The structure is 3 stories tall and utilizes a large 
amount of wood within its interior façade as well as within its 
shading device. The structure also utilizes an interior atrium 
and exterior plazas. 

Project elements

Kitchen, Nurse stations, Restrooms, atriums, residents rooms, 
dining room, utilities room, recreation rooms, office space, 
plaza, storage
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Case study 4: Scheffau Amwilden 
Karser

Uncommon

Use of wood screen and it its interlocking mass.

Environment

The facility is integrated very well with in its environment. The 
structure itself is partially within a hill. Its form and mass are 
very contrasting to the environment but still fits within it. As 
for how it connects to the build environment is very much the 
same as the natural environment where the structure is very 
different than the surrounding structures but maintain the 
same scale and by using many of the same materials that are 
found through out the town. 

Fig:29 
Scheffau 
Amwilden 
Karser 
Exterior
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Case study 4: Scheffau Amwilden 
Karser

Socially

This facility was very well liked by the community as a whole 
and has become a destination within the community. With the 
residents having great access to the rest of the community and 
being a participant within the community. 

Culturally

This facility interacts culturally within the community through 
its design lay outs and materials used through out its design 
and layouts. 

Lighting 

The lighting within the individual rooms is very well done 
through the uses of large windows and shading devices 
allowing for extent control of light with induvial rooms. The 
interior is also very well lit with natural light through the 
use of the atrium even though from some of the images that I 
have seen the interior seems to get some what dark during the 
winter though this is due to snow build up on the glass roof 
of the atrium as far as I can tell.
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Case study 4: Scheffau Amwilden 
Karser

Circulation

Layout

Fig:31

Fig:30

Green Space

Common Area

Staff Area

Restrooms

Residence Rooms

Circulation Space
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Case study 4: Scheffau Amwilden 
Karser

Mass

Mass Elevation

Fig:33

Fig:32
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Case study 4: Scheffau Amwilden 
Karser

Geometry

Geometry 
Elevation
Fig:35

Fig:34
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Case study 4: Scheffau Amwilden 
Karser

Hierarchy

Fig:36

Highest to Lowest 
Importance’s
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Case study 4: Scheffau Amwilden 
Karser

Conclusion

Overall, this project shares many characteristics of the 
other projects that have been discussed such as the use of 
natural light and open interiors in the form of an atrium. But 
it also shows how material uses and shading device can be used 
very effectually while being relatively simple.
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Typological Research 
Conclusion

Summary
 
To tie these 4 case studies together into one cohesive package I will first 
quickly describe them as a whole. I chose each of these case studies due 
to the difference in size from 20 units to over 100 units. I did this to see 
what carried over from facilities of different sizes. I also chose these 
case studies based on location and culture with one from each coast in 
the united states as well as one from India and one from Austria, the 
reason behind this was due to trying again to see if there was any change 
cultural and regionally that would affect the facility as well as to see 
what was consistent in such facilities around the world. Finally, these 4 
case studies were chosen due to how they provide myself the most 
information regarding their design and layout. As for how these case 
studies affect my Theoretical Premise as well as the unifying idea, these 
case studies did affect both of these quite a bit. The first aspect that it 
affected was through the use of atriums within many of these structures 
which I was not planning on. But this did help reinforce the idea to bring 
in as much natural light as possible as well as try to connect the 
residents to nature as much as possible. These two ideas I had thought 
of, but these case studies did reinforce the importance of such aspects 
of the idea. Another portion of the idea that these case studies had 
influence greatly was that of the use of warm colors in material 
throughout these case studies. I noticed that many of the interiors were 
very homelike with their use of materials and colors while also being very 
distinctive in what they were to help residents distinguish different 
areas and aspects of the facility. This showed in practices what I have 
read during research while also showing me several ways and 
approaches to go about this. Overall, these case studies helped me a 

great deal which I will go into more detail below. 
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Common Characteristics
 
There was a great deal of common characteristics about these case 
studies. The first was size all but one did not exceed 3 stories while all 
had areas that allowed for seamless transitions from interior to 
exterior to allow for residents to enjoy nature. These facilities also 
shared many similar spaces and space sizes, such as residents rooms, 
maintenance facilities, common rooms, kitchens, medical rooms, 
administering spaces, storage, and outdoor space, and finally atriums 
which I found interesting to be found in many such facilities even outside 
the two shown here with them. Another aspect that was universal was 
the use of natural light wherever possible and the use of simple lay outs 
with a large number of strait corridors with a small amount of changes 
in directions. Overall, many of these facilities even across nations share 
many of the same core concepts. 

Uncommon Characteristics 
 
Overall, there was not a lot of uncommon characteristics. Most of these 
were actually how the common characteristics were implanted such as 
how one case study had a communal kitchen while one had sperate 
private kitchens and the other two had kitchens staffed by facility staff 
and residents were not allowed to use them. The other aspect of this 
that came up was that of common rooms where some facilities had multiple 
smaller facilities and others had fewer larger ones. The only other major 
differences were the use of materials where some used a larger pallet of 
contrasting / distinctive materials and colors, then others used smaller 
palettes and utilizes more of the sharper change in material or in color. 
Overall, there was less uncommon aspects then common ones.
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Effect of site, cultural, political, or 
social contexts on the project.
 
The site had a great affect on all of these projects and its main 
contribution was how much green space and natural elements they were 
able to bring into the facility. Such as the site in India and Harford 
where the site was limited these facilities either had to cut it out of the 
mass of the structure creating and atrium or design what spaces they had 
to allow them to maximize their uses of it. While other ones where 
allowed to create a more sprawling expanse of green space for their
residents. As for cultural and social aspects each facility depending 
where they were had different responses. Such as the facility in Austria 
had very spartan like rooms but had a very pronounced connection to 
other residencies and the community as a whole with many areas for 
interactions. This seems to also be the case of the facility in India but 
with a more focused few on the residents of the facility. While the 
facilities within the United States seemed to have a more apartment style 
units but also and less social connections they were there and a major 
aspect but it seemed to have an extra layer of separation to it. 
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Spatial, Functional, and technical 
issues
 
As for these aspects of the case studies all the facilities seemed to be 
fairly similar in nature. Where residents units were always grouped 
together into groups of several units along with a nursing station and 
an office unit and storage area nearby. These grouping were then placed 
together and connected up to major circulation aspects such as the main 
reception area and elevators / stair wells, exterior areas such as 
courtyards or atriums, as well as common rooms, therapy rooms, and 
dining areas. After these areas came more support space which were even 
farther detached from the residents these spaces consisted of 
admiration spaces, kitchens, medical storage, staff facilities. The final set 
of spaces were completely disconnected from the residents and these 
facilities consisted of mechanical spaces, storage, loading docks and 
security facilities. As for possible technical issues that these may cause 
is that I noticed that some of these storage areas could be very easily 
accessed by residents as well as some of the exterior spaces come 
close or butt up to support facilities such as loading areas. But 
other than those two I could not find any other possible technical issues 
though I am sure there are some. 
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Effect on conceptual ideas on the 
theoretical premises or idea
 
As for the overall effect that these case study has had on my 
theoretical premise and idea. I would say that they have helped a lot in 
my understanding of it as well as showing possible solutions at I could 
scale up to meet the problem that I am trying to answer through my own 
design. I say this due to each of these case studies seems to bring 
aspects that I was looking for such as creating a more comfortable 
spaces for residences and how to uses design to better help those 
residence with that and each of these case study shows a different 
approach and aspect of that problem. 
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Major Project Elements 
Apartment style rooms: These rooms are to be designed to 
function as full apartments to keep residents sense of 
independence with facilities to help with day to day living.

Breakroom: Space for staff to keep belongings and rest while 
on break.

Chapel: A non domination chapel for spiritual needs of 
residents.

Dining area: These will be large areas that will function as a 
cafeteria as well as a gathering and social area.

Kitchen: These are commercial kitchens that would provide 
meals to the residents.

Loading area: These areas will be located in the services areas 
and are used for offloading supplies.

Nurse Station: These areas for nurses to file reports and 
coordinate with others to provide for the residents.

Oxygen Storage: specialized storage area for oxygen tanks. 
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Major Project Elements 
Offices Space: Spaces used by staff for administration 
purposes.

Patios: Outdoor areas for residents to gather and socialize 
with each other.

Pharmaceutical Storage: Specialized storage for medical 
equipment and medication.

Restroom: Restrooms for staff and public use for visitors.

Reception Station: Area for visitors to check in at.

Sanitation Rooms: Specialized rooms for sanitizing medical 
equipment for medical use as well as storage for cleaning 
equipment for rooms.

Storage: Storage areas for equipment or other supplies.

Social areas: gathering areas for residents to gather in the 
form of sitting areas, libraries, outdoor spaces.

Therapy Rooms: Rooms for physical and mental therapy for 
residents.
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Client Description
Residents: They will require comfortable living 
accommodations, social areas, their medical needs covered, 
ease of movement around the premises, and access to the rest 
of the neighborhood.

Staff: Staff will require office space, technical rooms to 
provide care to residents, secure area for belongings, 
and breakrooms. 

Residents Families: Families will need an area to check in at, as 
well as areas to gather with residents privately, ease of 
navigation of the facility, and areas to talk to staff about 
residents. 

Owner/Facility Manger: They will require offices space to run 
administration aspects of the facility, space to meet with 
residents,families, and staff. 
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Client Description

Parking Requirements
For the parking requirements there will be a total of 84 spots 
consisting of 34 residents spots 1 per 3 units. Along with 50 
staff spots. of these 84 spots only one is required to be ada 
accessible this number will be moved up to 5 due to the 
nature of the facility.

Usage during the day

 

Fig:37
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Site

Site selection
This site was selected for several reasons. the first being that 
the site allows for residents to have easy access to the 
surrounding neighborhood and business. The site also allows 
residents easy access to downtown grandforks allowing 
residents to still be connected to the community.

The site does also offer some challenges in the form of heavy 
traffic due to the surrounding business as well as possible 
safety problems due to the busy roadway connected to the 
site. as for some benefits to the site along with its 
connections there is a large amount of area for outdoor 
greenspace for the residents as well as public amenities 
nearby that residents will be able to use.  

Overall the site will offer challenges and benefits will also 
allowing this proposed structure to benefit from as well as 
benefits the community by diversifying the community as well as 
allowing residients to live closer to their families and enjoy a 
higher standard of living. 
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Site Details
The site is 436ft by 655ft for an area of 285,580ft2 

The site has several trees towards the southern end as well 
as one entrances onto Washington S

the site is overall very flat with a small slope towards the 
center.

Fig:38 ND County Map
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Fig:39 Site Map
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fig:40 Lot Map
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fig:41 Site North West View

fig:42 Site South West View
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fig:43 Site South View
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Project Emphasis 

1. Residents Health: One of the most important aspect of the 
project that will be addressed is that of residesnts health. 
This project will provide a high standard of living for its 
residents.

2. Integration of sustainable elements: This project will 
integrate sustainable practices within it to help with 
operation cost as well as quality of life for the residents.

3. Consideration to community: This project will work to 
integrate seamlessly with in the community and help provide for 
the community in the terms of design and residents. 
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 Goals of Thesis Project

1. Successfully integrate my design ideas

For this goal I wish to successfully integrate my design 
ideas to that of a professional standards, so I may be better        
prepared to enter the profession. By integrating my ideas to 
this standared I will be pushing myself to utilize all my 
academic knowledge that i have gained through the course of 
the architecture program at NDSU. I wish to achieve this 
standard for integrating my ideas on a personal level due to I 
feel that this project should and will be the best that i have 
active so far. 

2. Create a welcoming and healing space

This goal will allow me to utilize the teachings of several 
different classes to allow me to create a facility that will not 
just function but will be a place that will help people 
recover as well as become a second home for them. I 
created this goal because I want this project to add to our 
understanding of how design can help improve people’s lives 
and possibly be used to help other designers either in school 
or practicing find solutions to creating a better long term 
care facility. In a more personal level i want to create a 
place that my own grandparents would want to live at. 
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Goals of Thesis Project

3. Expand my understanding of how design affects our health

This goal is more of a personal goal bettering my own 
understanding but in a more porfessional and academic sense I 
want this project to bring this information into one spot to 
better help our understanding of it. In a more professional 
stances act as a case study on what works and what may not 
work. 

4. To better my technical skills within the design process

This is another more personal goal where i wish to better my 
own technical skills in the design process. But this goal will 
also show where there may need to be increase focus with 
teaching of future professionals. as well as within a 
professional aspect this goal will help show myself which 
skills that need improvement or more focus given to them. 

5. To create a project that I am proud of

this goal is as it states. i wish this project to be one i would 
be proud to show to others. so that what i learned while 
creating it can be shared and possibly help others. 
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Plan for proceeding

Overall, my plan for proceeding with research of my premise 
will begin with the theoretical premise. Where I will conduct 
research through the uses academic journals and books 
concerning design and its effects on people and their overall 
cognitive functions and how these two overlaps. I will then 
move into project typology for my premise which is that of a 
long-term care facility. As for research practices for this 
portion of the project is through the use of case studies such 
as the ones within this proposal as well as the uses of 
academic and governmental sources for research regarding 
typology. These same sources may be used to also find 
programmatic requirements. As for the historical context and 
site analysis I will be using government sources to find 
possible site characteristic and uses, as for the historical 
contents I will be utilizing archival information as well as 
academic sources.
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Plan for proceeding

Research Program
 
 1. Conceptual research
 2. Case studies
 3. Major research aspects
 4. Program requirements
 5. Space requirements
 6. Site analysis
 7. Historical context research

Design Methodology
 
 1. Quantitative/ qualitative analysis
 2. Single person Interviews
 3. Archival search
 4. Statistical Data
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Plan for proceeding

Documentation of Design process

 1.  Documentation will be compile through photographs  
   and text. 
 2. Preservation will be done through NDSU thesis 
  archives
 3. The project will also be made available through NDSU  
  archive
 4. The project will be present using models, 
  presentation boards, as digital submissions and will   
  be completed within spring of 2021. 
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Plan for proceeding

Work schedule

Fig:45
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Theoretical Research
So, to begin going over my research I will just reiterate the 
problem that I wish to solve, which was to better the lives and 
increase people’s independence who are suffering from 
dementia or Alzheimer s and having to be cared for. 

“In 2002, the prevalence of dementia among individuals aged 
71 and older was 13.9% and comprised 3.4million individuals in 
the United States” (Gesine Marquardt, Dr-Ing, 2011). the
focuses for this problem was moved to those living 
within long term care facilities. This problem lead to the thesis 
statement for this project which is, how can architecture and 
design be utilized to allow residents to maintain independence 
and freedom for as long as possible.

Throughout this research paper a larger amount of articles 
that cover different aspects of design that can be unitized 
to help, and support residents remain independent have been 
found. These articles cover much, from layouts and uses of 
texture and patterns, to more focused aspects such as signage 
and routines that can be implanted. So, this paper will run 
through the findings of these artilces by roughly 
categorizing them to the major aspects that they cover such 
as layout, sense of home, and finally nature.
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 Theoretical Research
So, to begin for layout portion of this paper it has been shown 
that there are many aspects to consider such as how 
intersections of hallways and placement of doors along such 
hallways can both help and hinder individuals greatly. Such 
how repeating elements along halls can lead to disorientation 
among residents with dementia or Alzheimer’s. Many other 
aspects where also found that would seem to hinder 
residents which is shown here 
“Results showed that residents who had longer routes (as 
in the communal homes) had more difficulty finding their way 
around. Also, the number of exit points from a route was 
correlated with the tendency of residents to get lost. 
Repetitive elements, such as a large number of doors in a 
corridor, were confusing as well. Simple decision points and a 
larger number of zones (places with different functions and 
meanings), such as were found in the group homes, 
supported residents’wayfinding abilities” (Gesine Marquardt, 
Dr-Ing, 2011). This quote helps show some of the more key 
aspects and ways that design can effect residents.
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Theoretical Research
Other aspect that have been found relating to layout and 
special organization are how spaces must be distinctive to 
allow residents to find them while also not being overbearing 
or overly confusing in layout or design. This was shown in 
several articles by them going over how space must become an
anchor point, as this will allow residents to utilize them as 
waypoints in order to orient themselves within a space. 
Several articles also went into how spaces and the overall 
layout of a structure should allow for visual sight to the 
space that you wish residents to be able to utilize or go to. 
This should create a smaller more home like experiences with 
direct views to locations and shorter routes. “Open lay out 
plans are advised, with the use of straight hallways, less 
furniture and with attention for enhanced visibility of common 
rooms and toilets” (Marieke Van Vracem, Nele Spruytte, Anja 
Declercq, and Chantal Van Audenhove, 2015). Along with these 
articles many other echoed the same findings for the use in 
layouts which are distinctive spaces, visual sight to areas 
within the structure and less repetitive features.
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 Theoretical Research
A sense of home is one of if not the most important factor in 
helping residents maintain their independence and sense of 
freedom for as long as possible. “A “sense of home” is 
associated with having a private room in a nursing home. A 
shared bedroom is often unacceptable for most residents. The 
desire for a private room may have a foundation in having 
opportunities to be on one’s own, the wish for privacy, and 
having personal belongings around oneself.” (A. Eijkelenboom, 
H. Verbeek, E. Felix, J. van Hoof, 2017). Along with private 
space as it has been shown that to create a sense of home, 
major other aspects where size of the room as well as the 
placement of furniture within a space.
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Theoretical Research
Other major aspects that where found was that public space 
is also of great importance, thought these spaces should be 
close to the private rooms but still separate along with these 
spaces being smaller in scale than what would be 
traditionally found with long term care facilities. These 
spaces should also be finished with more residential finishes 
though avoiding complex textures or patterns as this has the 
possibility to cause agitation among residents. “building 
materials with directional textures (e.g. textures with lines of 
different widths or ranges) resulted in the demented 
elderly changing their visual perceptions and seeing 
images that did not exist, which brought an extreme burden for 
caregivers (Hwang 2011).” (Yao-Rong Hwang, 2014). The 
other major aspect for creating a sense of home was through 
the connection to nature, such as operational windows, social 
areas that have views to see out or possibility interior 
gardens. Though the final decisions it is up to the resident to 
decide if they feel at home within the facility.
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 Theoretical Research
Nature and its impact on the wellbeing of residents has been 
brought up in almost every article that has been reviewed and 
read. Can be seen in this quote which states. “Caregivers 
reported several examples of using nature and natural 
materials to create a calm and peaceful atmosphere: flowers in 
the living room, a view or pictures of nature, gardening, a walk 
outside. Caregivers stated that the positive effects of nature 
might be attributable to the multiple sensory stimulation it 
provides, such as the smell, touch or sight, which seems very 
important to the PwD.” (Marieke Van Vracem, Nele Spruytte, 
Anja Declercq, and Chantal Van Audenhove, 2015).
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Theoretical Research
Natural elements have been brought up as also decreasing 
agitation among residents. Residents also like to be 
outside or have views to stay connected to the neighborhood 
this is not only important to residents but also the family of 
the residents. “Using outside spaces to facilitate engagement 
with the senses and participation in meaningful activities was 
regarded as remarkably important by family and caregivers. 
“This is the new greenhouse of the nursing home. She always 
had one herself at home, as well as a vegetable garden. Until a 
year ago she had chickens as well. About three. And she 
always had fresh eggs. To her this is a homelike thing.” 
[relative] Residents may express a desire to go outside the 
facility more often. Having a view in itself was also important 
to residents. Residents may not make a distinction among the 
types of view from the room. Any type of view was appreciated, 
whether it was a park, traffic, a playground with children, a 
lively street, or a building. Residents may value balconies and 
the views from the room.” (A. Eijkelenboom, H. Verbeek, E. 
Felix, J. van Hoof, 2017). Along with views and other natural 
elements, gardens have also been shown to help residents as 
they act as a social area, or another connection to the 
neighborhood as well as a place for activities and hobbies. 
Through consideration must be taken into effect as to not 
create a space that is not to elaborate as well as many of the 
same strategy’s that where utilized within interior layouts 
should be utilized within exterior spaces as well.
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Theoretical Research 
Interviews
Along with the qualitative research that is shown above and 
continued within the literature reviews, we have also 
conducted several interviews with staff and a resident who 
lives within a memory care section of a long-term care 
facility. These interviews were extremely useful, though due 
to the current pandemic we were unable to conduct more as 
well as the resident we were able to interview stated that she 
would not be able to comment of certain question concerning 
wayfinding within the facility as she moved into the facility at 
the beging of the outbreak of the pandemic and was 
quarantined within her room sense then. Do to this several of 
the interview question could not be asked. The interviews for 
the staff where unaffected.

The interview for the resident focued on how she felt within 
her room and what parts of the room’s layout help or hinder 
her daily life. As well as several question asking about light, 
color, texture, and size of the room and how it affects her 
daily life. With final question asking if there was any portion of 
the structure that she remembered from when she moved in.
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 Theoretical Research 
Interviews

The results that were found from this interview is that for the 
layout of the room it does not hinder her within her daily life. 
She stated that “Like my room very well, its big.” This 
correlates with several studies and other sources that 
conducted interviews which showed that size of one’s room was 
a major point for residents. When asked about the color and 
texture within her room she thought they where fine and did 
not elaborate on them though she did go on to talk about how 
the light was good for tasks with her room. Lighting has also 
been brought up in several studies and how it should be 
altered to react to residents ageing eyes which will need 
higher light levels for completing tasks or hobbies. The next 
several questions ask involved her ability to find her way 
about her room and the facility. When asked about her ability 
to move about the room. She mentioned its size and not 
bumping into things as well as being able to see where she 
needed to go. As for moving about the facility she could not 
say as she has been in quarantine since moving to the facility. 
Following these questions when asked about if she remembered 
any aspects of the facility when she was moved in. She stated 
that she could not remember any of the lower floor of the 
facility and little of the floor she was on.
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Theoretical Research 
Interviews
The interviews involving the staff focused on what aspects 
they end up helping residents the most with and if they have 
noticed certain rooms and layouts along with lighting or 
materials that cause either negative or positive effects within 
residents. 

From the interviews the most common spaces that residents 
needed help finding was the bathroom along with this they 
stated that furniture within spaces seems to cause the most 
issues if there is not any extra room to maneuver within the 
space. This was a common statement within other research 
documents that where used within this project. As for the 
findings concerning materials and lighting, one of the staff 
interviewed stated that they have noticed lighting playing an 
effect on residents such as when it is over casted out or if a 
space is dimmer than normal residents seem to be more 
lethargic and prone to sleeping more while on sunny days or if 
there is a standard amount of lighting residents are more 
active during the day. When asked if residents seem nervous or 
agitated in spaces compared others, one of the staff members 
stated that they noticed an increase of agitation and 
nervousness when residents went to do shopping or go to 
a places that they normally do not go to or spend much time 
in. This would infer that a since of normalcy and home would be 
key to preventing these feelings within residents and to 
provide a better standard of living or care. 
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 Theoretical Research 
Interviews

These interviews provide much insight into how residents and 
staff function and what challenges and positive aspects that 
design has with them. These interviews also help bring into 
focus several challenges and key areas such as lighting and 
sizing of spaces that needed to be carefully addressed within a 
design to bring forward their positive aspects to provide 
residents with a sense of freedom. 
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Theoretical Research 
literature review
Introduction 
 
Through this literature review will be going over four 
separate articles that pertain to how architecture can affect 
people in long-term care facilities such as how nursing homes 
and other long-term care facilities can create a sense of 
freedom for residents through the uses of architecture and 
other design aspects. In this review it will discuss and analyze 
several aspects of these articles and add what may influences 
my project as well as my thoughts on these articles. 
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 Theoretical Research 
literature review

Literature Review 1

Article: 

How architectural design affords experiences of freedom in 
residential care for older people

Author: 

Iris Van Steenwinkela, Bernadette Dierckx de Casterléb, Ann 
Heylighena
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Theoretical Research 
literature review
Introduction 
 
Through this review we will be going over the different aspects 
of the article “How architectural design affords 
experiences of freedom in residential care for older people” 
which is a study done by Iris Van Steenwinkela, Bernadette 
Dierclx de Casterléb, and Ann Heylighena. The study which 
toke places at a long-term care facility called Heather House 
which specializes in care of people suffering from physical
impairments, psychosocial problems, dementia, and psychiatric 
problems which are caused by old age. The article itself was 
financed by Research Fund KU Leuven as well as the firm that 
designed Heather house which went unnamed. As for the 
major aspects that will be discussing and analyzed, are how 
design aspects of the facility such as floor plans are shown 
and discussed within the p0roject to be affecting the 
residents within the facility.
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 Theoretical Research 
literature review

After analyzing this portion of the article, I will also give my 
opinion on the subject matter discussed and how I came to such 
a conclusion. The next major aspect that we will go over 
within this article will be how creating smaller groupings of 
residents can affect overall care and sense of freedom within 
the residents. Finally, we will be looking at and discussing as 
well as analyzing how social interactions that design and 
architecture can create both through the uses of landscape 
to connect residents to nature as well as how design can bring 
people together to interact or sperate them into more private 
areas or space. At the end of this literature review we will go 
over all aspects of this article as a hole and 
formulate my overall thoughts on this article along with what 
aspects of this article I agreed with which portions I did not 
agree with.
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Theoretical Research 
literature review
Discussion / Analyzation: 

So, to begin we will quickly go over several different 
aspects of what this article had to state about how 
architectural design such as floor plans and other aspects 
of layouts and design such as opening placements along with 
room sizes can influence residents and their ability to wayfind 
as well as their feelings of freedom and accessibility in a 
long-term care facility such as Heather house. 

The Article starts out by going over the overall design and 
layout of the structure. It goes on to state that Heather 
houses is divided up to several different residency’s facility. 
Housing 16 people within each one, with individual rooms and 
restrooms. The facility is designed to allow easy access to 
nature and to allow large amount of natural light within the 
facility. Along with the exterior being more residential in 
nature. As for the layout itself the article states. 
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 Theoretical Research 
literature review

“Each dwelling unit consists of well-lit dwelling places 
compactly clustered around a patio in an open plan (i.e., a 
continuous space without doors) (Fig. 1b, c). Two adjoining 
private rooms – designed to be little houses in themselves, with 
an entrance, sitting corner, bedroom and bathroom (Fig. 1d) – 
give way to an entrance, living room, hobby room, or 
kitchen-dining area. These common rooms are scaled to 
accommodate eight residents, each with a stroller and 
wheelchair. Four of these dwelling units are grouped in two 
building blocks of two floors high, connected with a bridge on 
the first floor. Their front doors face each other. The 
basement contains a bathroom for residents, and staff’s 
utility and storage rooms. A garden path connects the garden 
gates, (front) doors and terraces (Fig. 1e). To integrate 
Heather House in the residential area, the building stands 
along the street (rather than drawing back from it), and its 
façade is articulated into  smaller parts with pitched roofs, 
and varying windows (Fig. 1a), like the neighboring houses. 
Additionally, the site and building include residential elements 
like an hedge, garden path, garden gate, and front door with a 
lamp.” (Steenwinkela, Casterléb, Heylighena. 2017. Pg. 2)
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Theoretical Research 
literature review
As for this quote stated above, this format for long-term care 
facility seems to be increasing in popularity and uses from what 
we have gathered through our research. As several of the case 
studies that we have looked over and completed have showed 
using different aspects of this type of layout and design 
programming for there own residents and facilities while 
tweaking it to their own needs and constraints of there 
structure or site. The research document also went on to 
interview several residents about there experiences 
within these smaller housing systems for long-term care 
facilities and from what was gathered in this article it seems 
that the overall layout such as this was affecting many 
residents in a positive manner especially when the interviews 
ask about how they felt about their feelings towards the 
amount of freedom they have within the facility. This is best 
shown in these two conversations that an interviewer had with 
a different resident and caregiver working in the facility.
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literature review

The spaces here: phenomenal! [laughing]
You can take turns very easily
Also for people in wheelchairs
Wide enough
You don’t easily bump into something
[…]
Yes, much more space, really (Steenwinkela, Casterléb, 
Heylighena. 2017. Pg. 5).

This was the responses of a caregiver working in Heather 
house. Another conversation between an interviewer and 
residents also shows how this style of layout seems to be 
affecting residents in a positive manner. 
 
[In the former facility] I couldn’t go outside
[I could] only walk through that long corridor
And when they asked me to move to this place
I said: “yes, but I want a room downstairs
Not upstairs anymore”
yes, because the elevator was always broken
And then they said: “yes, you can have a room downstairs”
I said: “than we can go tomorrow!” [laughing] (Steenwinke         
la, Casterléb, Heylighena. 2017. Pg. 5).
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Theoretical Research 
literature review
This conversation was followed by the article going over how 
the layout of the facility allow residents more freedom to go 
about their lives with more freedom while still being able to 
navigate the facility. Allowing individuals to experience nature 
go for strolls or visit friends within the facility. Document 
went on to state that freedom varied between residents mainly 
due to personality. In the form that residents with physical 
disabilities such as poor eyesight stated that they wished they 
would be able to experiences and leave the facility without 
being escorted, as well as there seemed that there was some 
friction between residents with more sever dementia and 
resident with no dementia or to a lower degree with the 
residents with out dementia or other sever cognitive disorders 
found it harder make social connections and to create a more 
home like experiences.
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 Theoretical Research 
literature review

My Thoughts: 
 
Overall, I feel that the design and layout for Heather House is 
worthwhile. I say this because it addresses many problems that 
are found in other long-term care facility especially the older 
facilities that operate and are designed more like 
hospitals than homes for there residents. Heather Houses 
seems to allow residents more freedom by allowing them to 
be more connected to the outdoors in the forms of gardens 
around the facility as well as interior courtyard patios. The 
structures also seem to lend itself to allowing residents to 
easily find their way through out it, due to each unit only 
having 16 sperate rooms that residents can customizes as well 
as having a more open floor plan allowing residents to see 
where they need to go and how to get there. Which I believe 
will help residents with diminished cognitive abilities to find 
there way easier. Do to having to form a simpler mental path or 
map of the area along with the facility allowing more 
distinctive areas within each home to act as landmarks for the 
residents.
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Theoretical Research 
literature review
Though the facility seems to have some problems in its layout 
if it was to be used within a climate that North Dakota has. I 
say this because the internal court yards may become blocked 
during winter negating there use to residents as well as the 
connection of these homes to each other as well as the main 
facility will most likely will have to be enclosed do to the 
weather. But overall, I believe that the layout and design of 
Heather House provides more freedom to residents then 
standard layouts that other long-term care facilities tend to 
take.

Discussion / Analyzation:
 
The next portion of the article which was discussing how 
smaller scale facility or housing of residents affect there 
over all sense of freedom. We will be going over this do to how 
Heather house utilizes sperate housing areas for there 
residents that are 2 stories in size and house 16 residents 
each with there own kitchen and social areas within each 
house. Which creates a smaller more personal size for a 
long-term care facility compered to others. 
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literature review

This portion of the article went about going over and 
interviewing caregivers and residents on their thoughts and 
feelings about the living conditions and mainly the social 
aspects of the smaller group living conditions compared to 
other facilities. The article went on to state that many 
residents felt that they had more spaces which was 
commented on in the article as during dinner or other 
mealtimes that residents did not sit as close together than 
they did in other facilities. It also went own to state that 
within the facility residents seem to be able to socialize and 
form more social connections then that of other facilities as 
they stated that there seemed to be more residents getting 
together for coffee or socializing or going for strolls 
outside. While also residents seemed to have more freedom 
over socializing or not as they where able to go to their 
private rooms or be able to sit farther or in a more private 
section of the sitting areas if they did not want to 
socialize with anyone at that time. This can best be sown 
through a conversation between an interviewer and caregiver.
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literature review
If they want to stay in their room
they stay in their room
In a regular nursing home it’s like:
“at eight o’clock it’s breakfast,
everyone has to come sitting at the table”
Here, if someone says:
“I want to stay in bed longer”
That’s allowed
And because this is small-scale, you can actually intro   
duce that (Steenwinkela, Casterléb, Heylighena. 2017. Pg.         
6-7).
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literature review

This quote also shows how architecture plays into this 
through the uses of smaller scale facilities and housing such 
as this you can create more opportunities to give residents 
more freedom to go about there day how they wish. The 
article also added to this in the form of that not only 
smaller scale facilities or housing is needed but it must be 
combined with larger spaces so that the facility or housing 
structure is smaller but the spaces within are larger than 
average. Which gives the residents more freedom of movement 
without bumping into things while also giving a more home like 
feeling to the residents. It also goes on to state that the 
smaller scale of each housing facility allowed for residents 
to have easier access to nature and to be able to navigate the 
facility easier and in a more natural way as well as allowed for 
caregivers to have a more personal relationship with the 
residences do to the more open floor plan, lower number of 
residents in each dwelling along with having the nursing 
station integrated more into the living areas instead of off 
by itself. Along with this the document also stated that many 
caregivers and residents thought that the several living and 
social areas contributed to a more home like environment 
because it allowed them to have more personal interactions 
and move about instead of all activities happening in one 
central area.
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literature review
My Thoughts:

This portion of the article I found equally interesting as the 
first portion as it went over another trend that I have seen 
coming up in several of my case studies both shown above and 
others that I have done, and this is that long-term care 
facilities such as these seem to be moving to smaller groupings 
of residents while also providing more social areas that are 
smaller in size. As for my overall thoughts on this section I do 
agree with what Heather house did with its layout and design. I 
feel that the smaller size and more open layout seems to help 
residents find their location and where they need to be while 
also limiting unnecessary options that may confuse residents. 
I also feel that the more social areas with a smaller size than 
normal may also help with the feeling of home for resident 
though I do wish to interview local resents of a long-term care 
facility to confirm if that is true within North Dakota as well. I 
also agree with the placement of the nurse station 
integrated within the living area instead of tucked away 
somewhere as I feel that this will allow nurses to better care 
for the residents both physically while also being able to form 
better connections with the residents.
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The one aspect from this section of the article I did not agree 
with was how the dwelling units are two stories in size. I feel 
that keeping residents’ rooms and social areas along with 
dining areas on the ground floor would be a better solution 
especially for those with later stages of Alzheimer’s or 
dementia. I say this because I feel that this will make it easier 
for said residents to access areas without the need to 
navigate stair which they may need assistance in doing so or 
elevators which may cause issues for residents not being able 
to locate the elevator or forgetting how to operate the 
elevator. So, I feel that having the dwellings being one story 
in size would help negate these issues for some residents. But 
overall, I do agree with most of this section concerning the 
smaller scale approach to long-term care facilities.
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Discussion / Analyzation:
 
Through out this article there seem to be a common aspect 
that you could connect throughout it which is that 
architecture and other design aspects where forming spaces 
where social connections and interactions could take places 
both between residents as well as between residency and 
nature. This can be shown in several comments made by 
residents such as this one where a resident is comparing 
Heather houses to a previous long-term care facility they 
stayed at where they where located on an upper floor. 
 
because [in the other facility] you couldn’t see anything    
from the fourth floor
when we stayed up there, we didn’t see anything, you know
in your room you were really shut in
and here you’re more free (Steenwinkela, Casterléb, Hey         
lighena. 2017. Pg. 7).
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This quote as well as the one previously from the resident 
commenting on how at another long-term care facility they 
were unable to go outside show how architecture can change 
perspective on freedom and provide connection just through 
the uses of adding more windows to see out of or limiting the 
height of a facility as well as providing more access to nature 
through the uses of patios or exterior walking paths through 
out or surrounding the facility. But architecture and design 
elements can also create social interaction such as 
allowing residents to congregate in different areas to 
socialize in smaller groups while also allowing residents to be 
able to avoid conflict with each other through allowing 
residents to have more personal space or as the quote shows 
bellow to remove themselfs from a situation. 
 
Less conflicts
Because you can avoid each other, so to say
Or when there’s something wrong, they can go to their    
room
[…]
Just more peaceful [than in a “nursing home”] (Steenwinke   
la, Casterléb, Heylighena. 2017. Pg. 7).
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Overall, Heathers house shows how architecture can be 
utilized to further connections between residents as well as 
nature through simple, slight tweaks to the overall design as 
well as proper layouts. 

My Thoughts:
 
All though this section of the article was not covered that 
much throughout it, I feel that it is one of if not the most 
important part of the document as it reinforces much of what 
we are taught and shown throughout our schooling and 
professional lives. So, I agree greatly that the core aspects of 
a sold layout and ability to provide access to both public and 
more private social areas along with natural areas is what will 
lead to the feeling of freedom as well as home to residents of 
a long-term care facility. 
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Conclusion: 

Overall, this document proved extremely helpful as it showed 
what ideas and concepts have been tried by other 
professionals already and to what success. As well as this 
article allowed use to see many of the same ideas that are 
considered for our own project, in action as well as how 
residents may respond to these ideas and concepts. The 
other major aspect of this document, that helped us greatly 
was it showed how important certain aspects to residents’ 
feelings of freedom and home compared to others such as how 
being able to see or go outside when one pleases with out 
assistance or being able to not interact with anyone and having 
a more secluded area or a private room for one’s self to do as 
they please with. So, to wrap this review up even though there 
are aspects of Heather house design that We do not agree 
with. Its overall design and functionality provided us with a 
great detail of understanding to use when we proceed with our 
own design for a long-term care facility. 
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Literature Review 2

Article: 

Wayfinding for People with Dementia: A Review of the Role of 
Architectural Design

Author:
 
Gesine Marquardt, Dr-Ing
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Introduction:
 
This Research document goes into detail on wayfinding and how 
dementia affects wayfinding within individuals with dementia or 
Alzheimer’s along with how architecture can affect residents 
to provide a higher quality of life as well as allowing resident 
to maintain their freedom for as long as possible. So within 
these literature review of “Wayfinding for People with 
Dementia: A Review of the Role of Architectural Design” we 
will be analyzing and discussing the major topic of the 
article which is how architecture can affect residents ability 
to find there way throughout a facility or orientate themselves 
within there surrounding along with which options the article 
states as possible solutions to help residents maintain there 
freedom and ability to find there way throughout the facility 
through the use of architecture. After this we will provide our 
own thoughts on what the article stated and what we agree 
with or what we do not agree with along with why we came to 
this conclusion. Finally, we will provide an overall conclusion 
of our final thoughts and different aspects of the article that 
influenced our overall thought process on our own project 
for a long-term care facility. 
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Discussion / Analyzation:
 
So, to begin the article states on how architecture can affect 
resident’s ability to find one’s way through out a facility as 
well as to orientate oneself. Through out the article it states 
that architecture and other design considerations can provide 
support and allow residents to maintain there independence 
for as long as possible while also helping control the other 
symptoms of dementia or Alzheimer’s such as aggression, 
agitation, as well as temporal disorientation which can all be 
diminished through the uses of architecture as well as 
environmental ques in the form of overall layout of a space 
or other design aspects such as lighting or furniture within a 
space. This can be seen in this quote from the article. 
 
Environmental interventions that promote wayfinding can          
be implemented on two levels: the design of the floor plan 
typology and environmental cues, which comprise signage, 
furnishings, lighting, colors, etc. Even common materials       
that can be manipulated or used, such as groceries, water,   
and materials for handicrafts, can support residents’ 
orientation (Gesine Marquardt, Dr-Ing, 2011, Pg. 5)
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This quote shows how a variety of aspects no matter how small 
can affect someone’s ability to find there way 
throughout a facility or what ques may causes them to be able 
to orientate oneself within their surroundings. The article 
though states that the major contributor for residents 
being able to navigate one’s surroundings or being able to 
orientate oneself is through the overall layout of the 
facility or structures. Which can be seen within this quotes 
bellow. Which goes into some of the findings of a previous 
study that it is quoting where several facilities that had 
different layouts where studied to see where problems may 
occur or if a certain layout lends itself to residents being 
able to way find throughout the facility.
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“Results showed that residents who had longer routes (as 
in the communal homes) had more difficulty finding their way 
around. Also, the number of exit points from a route was 
correlated with the tendency of residents to get lost. 
Repetitive elements, such as a  large number of doors in a 
corridor, were confusing as well. Simple decision points and a 
larger number of zones (places with different functions and 
meanings), such as were found in the group homes, 
supported residents’ wayfinding abilities.” (Gesine Marquardt, 
Dr-Ing, 2011, Pg. 6-7)
 
“after admission to group living units with three different 
floor plan designs: 14 with a corridor like design, one with an 
L-shaped design, and three with a square or H-shaped design. 
Although symbols for orientation were used in the units, this 
study demonstrated that architectural design influences the 
ability to orient. Residents in the L-shaped floor plan had less 
disorientation than the others at the 6-month follow-up. After 
1 year, the residents in the corridor-like designed units had 
more dyspraxia, lack of vitality, and disorientation of identity. 
The spatial proximity of the kitchen, dining room, and activity  
room in the L-, H- and square-shaped units was also identified 
as a supportive feature.” (Gesine Marquardt, Dr-Ing, 2011, Pg. 
7)
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Both quotes show how key layouts and spatial design is 
throughout long-term care facilities if they are going to 
benefit their residents as well as maintain a higher standard of 
living for there residents as well, which it stressed 
throughout this section of the document. The article then 
goes into detail on which layout is the most supportive of the 
ones utilized within the study. Which was the l-shaped layout. 
The article then goes to expand on this through discussing key 
features of layouts and overall architecture design that 
where found to be supportive within this layout and what was 
consider a hindrance to residents being able to orientate or 
find one’s way throughout the facility. This can be best seen in 
these quotes which go into these findings.
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“The most important architectural information for wayfinding in 
people with Alzheimer’s disease comprises the identification of 
reference points and places. An articulated and  distinctive 
architectural environment, direct visual access to the common 
room, simple circulation routes, and small-scale settings were 
identified as supportive architectural design features in
nursing homes. Monotonous, repetitive architectural features 
such as  long, undifferentiated double loaded corridors 
interfered with residents’ wayfinding abilities.” 
(Gesine Marquardt, Dr-Ing, 2011, Pg. 8)
 
“Well-supplied eat-in kitchens with large dining tables were 
found to have great importance for residents as spatial anchor 
points: most residents, even people with severe dementia, were 
able to locate such places.” (Gesine Marquardt, Dr-Ing, 2011, 
Pg. 9)
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These quotes help show how the creation of anchor points and 
creating areas that are function and work with the structure 
but also need to be distinctive so that residents will be able 
to orientate themselves based on these locations. the article 
also goes into more detail involving these aspects of design 
and layouts to help maximizes resident’s ability find there way 
throughout the facility. It states that through the uses of 
more customized doors for there personal rooms such as 
having a door with the ability to hold their portraits of 
themselves or by having a display box next to their door for 
personal belongs or pictures greatly helped with residences 
being able to find one’s personal room. It also showed how 
direct line of site to areas also helps greatly in such spaces 
being used and residents being able to find such space, for 
example having a courtyard next the dinning or living room 
made it so that residents can find and utilize the space 
easier as well as for residents to find there way back out of 
the space. The document then went into uses of signage within 
facilities to help residents find there way. But did state that it 
may cause information clutter as residents with higher stages 
of dementia cannot gain the necessary information from the 
signage, thou it will help residents with lower stages of 
dementia if done properly. It then went on to warn against 
using signage on the ground as it may be interpreted as 
elevation changes by residents. 
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The final portion touched briefly on architectural use of light 
and color for supporting resident’s ability to way find and 
orientate oneself within a facility. It goes into briefly that 
colors should be chosen carefully as slight variations in 
color may not be seen by residents as well as cooler colors 
can causes more issues for residents than warmer colors as 
shown in this quote. 
 
“The ability to discriminate colors is affected in Alzheimer’s 
disease, with most errors in the blue and green areas and
fewer in the yellow and red areas (Wijk, Berg, Sivik, & Stehen, 
1999). Vivid color coding may enhance short-term memory and 
improve functional ability”
(Gesine Marquardt, Dr-Ing, 2011, Pg. 10)

It then goes on to briefly talk about light and how it affects 
resident’s ability to way find. It states that sufficient light 
is one of the key areas that best helps residents find their 
way to different destinations within the facility. It states 
that 500lx for ambient lighting is sufficient for residents 
to be able to orientate themselves within a space or navigate 
throughout a facility. As for task, it states that 2000lx is 
sufficient for residents to perform different tasks. 
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My Thoughts:
 
As for my overall thoughts on this article I found myself 
agreeing most of the article. Such as how the article went on 
to state how smaller more compact group dwellings with fewer 
individuals showed the best results for residents being able to 
navigate the facility which was also shown in the previous 
article. I also agree with article on how layouts should be 
created to form distinctive spaces or personalizing spaces. I 
agree with this do to personal interactions when visiting my 
grandparents how they find it difficult navigating long 
corridors or spaces with large amounts of turns that need 
to be made but can find their way to social areas or dinning 
room within the facility that they stay at. As for the portion on 
lighting and color I find myself disagreeing on the color 
aspect because of several other articles that I have read 
either stated that warm and cool colors where perceived 
normally for someone within the age group of most people with 
dementia or stated that it was the variation of colors that 
caused issues not warm or cool colors in general. 
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Conclusion: 
 
Overall, this article is very useful for the designing of our 
own long-term care facility as it gave us a lot of studies to go 
over to gain more insight for our overall design as well as it 
went over many aspects that greatly affected our own design. 
Such as overall size of individual groups of residents, the 
placement of key spaces such as the kitchen, dining room, living 
room, bedrooms, as well as other social areas and courtyards. 
we also found that the article is very helpful in how it went 
into great depth on circulation for long term care facilities 
and how circulation greatly affects resident’s ability to 
orientate as well as find one’s way around a facility to get to 
their destination without the need for a nurse or other staff 
member to take them too and from these spaces which in turn 
frees up staff to perform other duties along with giving the 
residents a better sense of freedom and higher quality of life. 
Even thou we did end up not agreeing with the portion of the 
article dedicated to color due to it contradicting other 
articles that we have read for this project where this 
article stated cool colors may cause problems for residents 
while other sources that we read have not said anything about 
that. But overall, the article was extremely helpful for our 
project explicitly the layout and circulation for our own 
long-term care facility. 
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Literature Review 3

Article: 

Designing Environments For People With Dementia

Author: 

Alison Bowes, Alison Dawson
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Introduction:
 
This book provides a brief overview of several major 
aspects of designing for those suffering from dementia. It does 
this through compiling several different articles and going 
through their findings in several different fields such as 
restrooms, kitchens as well as outdoor spaces and other 
aspects such as the uses of technology used throughout such 
facilities. So, for this review we will be going over and 
discussing this book by going over some of the findings that 
they have completed and reviewed through out the work. We 
will do this by going over and analyzing several of these 
sections which are the ones concerning Bathrooms, Technology 
within these facility and finally outdoor spaces. After going 
over these sections we will give our thoughts on the section 
and finally provide a summary of our thoughts and analyzation 
as well as discusses how this book will affect our own 
project. 
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Discussion / Analyzation:
 
So, to begin, the portion of the book that discussed papers and 
their findings on bathrooms and what was their solutions or 
recommendations for bathrooms within long-term care 
facilities. The book itself stated that there where few studies 
that took into consideration of bathrooms or focused 
greatly on them these studies where done in 2010 by Burtan 
and Sheehan which stated that more accessible bathrooms is 
very important to residents. In the form of more space and 
access to toilets and other fixtures. The other major studies 
found in this section such as the one done by Boger in 2013 
which study hand washing for residents found that more 
familiar styles of signage had an increase effect for residents 
to find and uses the facility compared to newer or unique 
signs. As for the final major article that focused on signage 
for restrooms themselves this was done in 1995 by Wilkinson. 
Where they studied several hospitals and nursing homes and 
found that for residents with moderate dementia that a sign 
with the word toilet and a picture of a toilet worked best 
compared to the standard sign of a man or women that is most 
commonly used. With their study recommending that both the 
picture and word for the space be used when creating signage 
for places like restrooms. 
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My Thoughts:
 
As for my thoughts on this section I found it quite 
interesting on how little there has been for studies done 
on this subject compared to other portions and subjects 
throughout the book. The few articles that where mention and 
briefly summarized within the text I did find helpful such as the 
one involving signage or for the creation, such as sizing for 
the space as the one article stated that accessible bathrooms 
where of the up most importance for residents. Though I do 
wish the article went into more detail of these studies for this 
section. But overall, I do agree with what is stated within this 
section. 
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Discussion / Analyzation:
 
As for the second section of this book, which was about 
technology and its uses within a long-term care facility. the 
text stated that there where several studies that where done 
involving technology to support residents within long-term 
care facilities, thou it did states that many of these studies 
where experimental in nature and most where only proof of 
concept instead of use within a real world settings. As for the 
ones that toke places within real world settings such as one 
by Chang in 2010 which was a test of a devices that used RFID 
tags spread throughout a space or facility that would then 
prompt individuals with navigational directions. This 
system they found did work but varied greatly between 
residents for how effective it was. This within the text was 
shown to be a very similar occurrences between all these 
systems. Within this portion there was another study that 
focused on assistive devices for individuals with dementia and 
found that there was support for devices that helped with 
engagement and entertainment as well as personal hygiene 
thought there was concern do to individuals’ capacity to use 
such devices as well as privacy concerns. This was shown 
within another article by Casas, Marco, Falco, Artigas, Abascal 
which showed that through a monitoring system within a 
facility in Spain there was concern of ethical issues due to the 
continued monitoring of individuals within the facility.
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My Thoughts:

As for my thoughts on this section I found it interesting as 
many of these studies shown devices that could possibly be 
very helpful and greatly improve residents of long-term care 
facilities and those suffering from dementia and Alzheimer’s 
day to day lives. Though that brings into play a great number 
of ethical issues and privacy concerns as I feel for these 
systems to work it would mean residents would need to be 
monitored greatly which I feel would lead to possible 
abuses of these systems. So even though these systems seem 
very helpful I believe that their helpfulness is out weighted by 
the ethical issues that come with them.
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Discussion / Analyzation:
 
As for the final portion that will be discussed about this text 
is the portion on exterior spaces as many of the other 
articles that that have been went through did not discuss this 
aspect of design in detail. The text though brief did go over 
several studies that went in depth of how outdoor spaces can 
help residents one such study was done by Detweiler, Murphy, 
Myers, and Ashai in 2008 and 2009 found that wander gardens 
and other exterior space that residents had access to led to a 
decrease in falls and need for medication. This was also shown 
in an earlier study by Mooney and Nicell in 1992 which found 
that exterior spaces and there uses by residents caused a 
decrease in incidents and aggressive behavior. Thought there 
are negatives to exterior spaces that where also brought up 
such as for the space to have benefits it must be used 
regularly as well as not be overly complex. There where also 
problems when it came to integrating public spaces into designs 
as residents can become confused or agitated very easily in 
these areas and great care must be done if you are going to 
integrate these spaces as public areas.
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My Thoughts:

Overall, this section I found very helpful as well as it echoed 
much of what I read in other articles about the benefits for 
outdoor spaces and its use for residents especially those that 
are suffering from dementia or Alzheimer’s. I also found it 
helpful as it brought up concerns such as the concern 
involving creating a public space for residents to also use as I 
have not though much about that aspect of the space or read 
about such concern in other articles which will lead me to do 
more research on this topic. Overall, I found this section very 
helpful.
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Conclusion:

Overall, this text helped us a great deal with the creation of 
our own long term care facility. It has done this through bring 
our attention to different aspects that we have not though 
of yet as well as provide ourselves with a sort of overview of 
these aspects and articles to utilizes in furthering our 
research. As for how it will impact the design, it will do that 
in several ways such as with signage and how it should utilize 
text and images for labeling areas along with other aspects 
such as possible planning for outdoor spaces to be more 
private in nature while still connecting to the rest of the 
neighborhood. Though we did not agree with every aspect of 
the text such as possible monitoring systems within these 
facilities which can be seen as a major privacy and ethical 
issues. This text still provides us with a great deal of 
information form project. 
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Literature Review 4

Article: 

Designing for Alzheimer’s Disease

Author: 

Elizabeth C. Brawley
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Introduction:
 
This book is very helpful in many aspects. Though this book is 
more of a textbook as it goes into more requirements as well 
as current theory and practices for creating designs and 
layouts for those suffering from dementia and Alzheimer’s. 
Therefore, instead of going over different sections or aspects 
of the book like was done for the other texts within these 
reviews. We instead will do quick summary of the entire book 
and touch on major aspects that it includes within its text. We 
will then give our overall thoughts on the text before 
providing a conclusion where we will state how it will affect 
our overall design process. 
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Discussion / Analyzation:
 
So, to begin a quick overview of the major sections that are 
located within the text and then provide a brief overview of 
each. The first section within the text is called Aging and 
Alzheimer’s Disease, this section covers many aspects such as 
aging and different issues that will arrives as people age. It 
then moves into a closer look on Alzheimer’s and how it 
effects people and their ability to function while doing day to 
day task, it also touches on Alzheimer’s impact of family before 
going into current criteria for designing care facilities as well 
as possible environmental design can affect Alzheimer’s before 
finishing this section on goals designers should strive for 
when designing a long-term care facility.
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The second section of the book dives more into the 
environmental aspects of design that should be taken into 
consideration such as lighting and how as we change with age 
our need for lighting changes. This section also dives into 
color and its possible uses and effects for designing a care 
facility. It then touches on hearing and acoustic 
considerations for residents as well as how texture should 
be utilized with design. Also within this portion of the text is 
a chapter dedicated to an in-depth look at wayfinding design 
practices which caps this section. As for the final two sections 
the first one deals with an in-depth look at creating a feeling 
of and creation of space for therapeutic needs both indoors 
and out. The final portion is touching on finishes for the 
ceiling, walls, and windows as well as furniture that should be 
used. The last chapter of the book is then dedicated to 
going over who you would want on a design team when tackling 
a project such as this.
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My Thoughts:
 
Overall, this book I found very helpful, do to how it gives us 
the in-depth look in many of the common design practices for 
designing a long-term care facility such as the one we are 
going about creating. This book also gave us a good foundation 
for starting our design and as a starting point we can build 
upon with the other articles and books that we have read for 
creating this facility. Thou I do have one complaint about this 
book and that is its age, this text was created in 1997 making 
it a couple of years past 20 as of the creation of this project, 
this means that it does not consider many of the improvements 
as well as our further understanding of dementia and 
Alzheimer’s. Thou this does not mean this text should be 
discarded as it has laid the foundation for this project to 
allow us to build upon with newer articles and information. 
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Conclusion:
 
This book I would say provide out of all the other texts and 
articles the most useful information and has influenced the 
overall design process the most as it gave us much of the 
groundwork to start the design so we could incorporate the 
concepts from the other texts and have a base for what these 
texts and articles where talking about and referencing 
within their work. Overall, this text I feel will help us the 
most during the design process for this project. 
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Throughout these four articles we have gain quiet abet of 
understanding on many of the different aspects and problems 
or solutions that can be utilizes or encountered throughout 
the designing of a long-term care facilities. These articles even 
if we did not agree with all aspects of each, never less gave 
us many different solutions as well as approach in which to go 
about creating our own project which we wish to expand our 
understanding own what aspects of architecture as well as 
design in general can be used to better help those suffering 
from dementia or Alzheimer’s as well as other physical or 
mental diseases caused by the ravages of old age. While many 
of these solutions and ideas do overlap from these four 
articles as well as from other articles and books from other 
research documents, We will go over these four articles and 
what we have gained from each and how it will affect theover-
all design and programing of the project.
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So, we will quickly go over the first article which was “How 
architectural design affords experiences of freedom in 
residential care for older people” and I will describe what we 
have gained from this article and how it will affect the 
overall design of the project. To begin this article gave us a 
large amount of understanding and insight into what residents 
feel or like about certain aspects of long-term care facilities. 
Who are following many of the different techniques that are 
being used within facility for people with dementia or 
Alzheimer’s. I say this because this article showed how freedom 
and independence for residents is heavily dependent on size 
and layout of the facility as well as the size and arrangement 
of rooms but also individual residents and their ability to form 
connections to other residents or caregivers as well as 
forming connections to the outdoors. Which can be seen 
throughout the article in the form of how the dwellings are 
describe as home like by many residents as well as residents 
like the ability to have there own private rooms that they can 
decorate as they see fit.
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Or how having smaller groups of residents sharing dinning 
rooms, kitchens, and social areas grants many of the residents 
more space which many appreciate but also allows caregivers 
to be more personal with each resident and have the facility 
operate as more of a home than a medical facility which is more 
regimented. Finally, this article showed us how nature is of 
great importance to residents. With many wanting rooms where 
you can look out into garden areas or on to 
residential streets. While also many wishe for areas where 
they can stroll or sit in and enjoy nice weather.
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Overall, this article influenced the project quiet abet, it did 
this through pushing us towards smaller groupings of 
residents around 10 to 12 residents sharing a dwelling unit 
with its own facilities instead of the more traditional long 
term care facility. This article also began steering us away 
from the more traditional large building that we were 
originally leaning to and instead has us leaning towards a 
more residential style structure or possible several sperate 
structures within a larger compound though we may need to 
investigate this more due to the nature of the weather 
within North Dakota. The other major places this article 
affected the overall design was through the use of nature and 
how we should go about utilizing landscaping throughout the 
project. The reason for this even though the article did not 
go into detail was do to how many of the residents interviewed 
within the article brought up the ability to go outside when 
they pleased which we found interesting. So, this got us 
wondering on the possibilities of integrating a garden or 
walking paths through out the site for residents to look out 
at or go for a stroll or sit while maintaining safety for the 
residents. But overall, this article started our though 
process to try different solutions then what we were 
previously considering.
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As for the second article that was reviewed within this 
literature review which was “Wayfinding for People with 
Dementia: A Review of the Role of Architectural Design”. This 
article gave us a much appreciated understanding of layouts 
and more technical questions that we had for how to create 
and layout a long-term care facility. These technical aspects 
that this article gave us an understanding of, was of layouts 
for corridors and overall layouts that lend themselves to 
residents being able to navigate or orientate themselves so 
residents can be able move about a facility on their own with 
little or no assistance from caregivers or other staff members. 
The other major aspects that is article helped with was space 
orientation and locations such as having single dinning areas 
with kitchens attached to allow residents to utilize the space 
as an anchor point to be able to navigate the facility from. Or 
how to create social areas or nurse stations as well as one’s 
own room to be distinctive but not over baring or over 
stimulating through unnecessary signage. Add finally this 
article helped reinforces aspects of the first articles in the 
form of having smaller groupings of residents as well as 
smaller overall dwellings to create as short of paths to 
destinations as possible to limit the possibility of residents 
getting lost on their way to their destinations.
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 Theoretical Research 
Summary

Overall, this article helped us greatly with several major 
aspects of the project as well as our understanding of these 
portions of the project. The first major portion of the 
project that this article helped with was our overall layout 
which was originally going to be a larger structure that is 
radially laid out but after going over this article and several 
others it will most likely now be several smaller structures 
with a more open plan allowing residents to visually see where 
they need to go as much as possible or where there needs to 
be a corridor it will be as short as possible with the no turns 
if possible as well as the destination or rooms along the 
corridor will be as distinctive as possible without 
overloading the residents with too much information that is 
unneeded. As for some of the other aspects that this 
article talked about that influenced our thought process for 
the project is through spaces and their placement 
throughout the structure. We say this because it made us think 
more on how we can bring the spaces within the facility that 
the residents use to be as close together as they can to 
allow the residents to be able to access them with out having 
to travel long distances. While also making sure that these 
spaces do not hinder each other thus diminishing their overall 
value to the residents. Finally, this article has us going over 
possibilities for creating distinctive spaces to be utilizes as 
anchor points for the residents while keeping them pleasant to 
be in and fitting in with the overall aesthetic of the facility.
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Theoretical Research 
Summary
As for the third article Designing Environments for People 
with Dementia. Thou shorter in scope as well as less detailed 
than the others, it still provides us with a great deal of 
information along with many other articles to look into for 
finding more detailed information regarding different aspects 
such as restrooms or signage that can be used and other 
aspect that we did not have time to discuss in the article 
above. Thou the article did not directly influences much of the 
for design that we have finished as of now it did help suggest 
many different aspects that we will have to consider latter 
within this project.

Overall, this article helps us greatly in the planning and 
gathering of other sources to help us research more technical 
aspects of the design that we have had trouble locating 
information own. So, even though we do not agree with every 
aspect of this book it is still very helpful and has greatly 
improved the design and its overall process. 
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 Theoretical Research 
Summary

For the final article that was reviewed within this section 
which was Designing for Alzheimer’s Disease by Elizabeth C. 
Brawley. we will just reiterate what was stated above which is 
that this book provides much of the groundwork for our 
overall thought process and design aspects for the creation 
of a long-term care facility. It has given us much of our 
understanding for designing such a facility and overall, we 
feel it has influenced the process the most out of all the 
other articles and texts that we have looked at so far. Do to 
how it dives in depth on many of the key subjects for the 
design process, while giving guidance on aspects that should 
and should not be utilized when designing such a facility. 

To wrap this summary of this literature review. These articles 
where very helpful in their own wright as each one repeated 
some aspects of each other as well as provide excellent 
information and possible solution and testaments from 
resident living within facilities that utilizes many of these 
features within there own facilities. Overall, even though 
these articles are very useful even if we may not agree with 
every aspect of what they have to say, they will greatly 
influence the project as well as showed us there is much more,  
we must research to create the best possible solution for this 
problem. 
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Research Summary
The focuses of this research were to compile a comprehensive 
list of major elements and areas of concern for designing and 
creating a long-term care facility that specialize in memory 
care. This was done by putting emphases on layout of facility’s 
and how they effect residents both positively and negatively. 
This was also done in areas such as finishes that will be 
utilized, along with environmental aspects such as light, 
acoustics, and smell. As well as the natural environment and 
its effects on residents.
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 Research Summary
With the findings in these areas showing that aspects such as 
layouts should be approached with lager rooms with a more 
compact design with finishes that are not over baring but more 
residential in nature along with an emphasis on direct line of 
site to spaces and creating said spaces into landmarks for 
residents to use will navigating the facility. With lighting being 
plentiful within the spaces both natural and artificial 
lighting. Along with acoustics being done in such a way to 
maximize hearing as well as dimmish echoes as much as possible. 
Smells should be pleasant but not overbearing in nature. With 
the final element of the natural environment being shown as 
crucial in the from of allowing residents to be within and view 
the natural environment as much as possible while 
implementing design considerations that where used within the 
layout of the facility to maximize the effectiveness of the 
outdoor spaces and providing a safe experience for residents. 
With the overarching goal to create a facility that will allow 
residents to navigate and perform tasks and hobbies in that 
acts and feels like a new home for them will providing them 
with the ability to remain independent for as long as possible.
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Project Justification
The creation of a long-term care facility that specializes in 
care for those suffering from mental decline that comes with 
age or Alzheimer’s and dementia. I feel is of great importance 
to our immediate communities as well as society as a hole do 
to how, with the increasing aging population in need of care as 
well as with the increase of this population there is an 
increase of people suffering from these diseases. By creating 
a facility such as the one proposed through this project. We 
would be able to better understand possible ways to help 
people suffering with these diseases, live a more fulfilling life 
while staying at these facilities. This project will also be able 
to show how our current understanding of these facilities can 
be combined with newer information being presented as well as 
with input from residents of these facilities, to allow us to 
create a facility that will best support the residents of these 
facilities.
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Project Justification
Economically I feel that this project is worth its price. As it 
will contribute greatly to society by providing care for its 
residents as well as providing a safe place for some of the 
most vulnerable people in society. With this prices which 
mainly comes from the site which itself is an underused piece of 
land located within Grand Forks which is in need of a 
facility for its residents, with this I find that its cost for the 
site as well as to utilizes the site its self will be worth its 
overall cost. As for where most of the funds for this type of 
project will be coming from it will most likely come from rent 
and cost of services for the residents as well as from 
possibly state or government funding for this facility, which 
if this is the case then the facility will be able to operate and 
provide these servers to its residents while also maintaining  
lower prices for such services with the help of state or 
government funding. As for returns on investment for this 
facility most of these returns will not be monetary as the 
facility will most likely be operating at a break even amount or 
slightly better. Most of the returns will be through 
being able to help people within society as well as allowing 
people to maintain a better quality of life. This will be best 
shown through the post occupancy aspects of the project 
which will show how the residents of this facility have had 
their lives improved through increases freedoms and allowing 
them to live as closes to normal life as they can through the 
course of there disease.
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Project Justification
As for why I am personally infested in this project, it is 
mainly do to my grandparents. My grandmother has been in 
several long-term care facilities and many of them felt very 
depressing and not trying to improve the resident’s lives. I 
want to create a facility that will improve residents lives and 
become a places that will be somewhere where my grandmother 
or grandfather would want to stay as well as be a places that 
would be able to help them while giving them a senses of 
normalcy and allowing them to continue to remain independent 
for as long as possible.
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Project Justification
This project will be able to provide an excellent challenge 
that will test all aspects of what I have learned at North 
Dakota State University for several reasons. The first being 
that the project will force myself to utilize my 
understanding of layouts and spaces and how those effect 
people and their ability to find there way around the 
structure. It will also force myself to utilize my understanding 
of lighting, material, and textures to create a comfortable and 
easily understandable and navigable space for the residents. 
This project will also provide challenges and opportunities 
for green and sustainable practices while providing challenges 
with mechanical systems that will be need for a facility of this 
size. Finally, this project will also test my ability to turn code 
requirements into design opportunities. As for why this is 
important is because this project as shown above will 
finally bring all knowledge that I have acquired through out 
my schooling into one spot as well as being able to hone and 
develop new skills such as conducting interviews and working 
with actual people that would utilizes such a structure. 
Finally, this project will start to show me how projects and 
design function outside of an academic environment.
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Project Justification
Overall, I feel that this project will advance what we 
understand about design and how it can help those with 
dementia and other mental based diseases. It will do this by 
designing with the input of such people as well as combining 
information from other sources that will delve into this topic 
to create a facility that will show us how such a structure may 
work and what may need to be improved on. As for the 
importance of such a project I feel that it is very imperative 
that this work and project should be done, and even thou I am 
quiet attach to this project and want to be the one to solve 
this problem I feel that this problem would be best solved 
through a group effort of other professionals.
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Historical, Social and 
Cultural Context of Thesis
To begin It would be best to go over a breath history of 
nursing homes and long-term care facilities and how they came 
about. this document will then go through how this project 
that I am currently creating, compares to historical aspects of 
long-term care facilities. This will be done by comparing 
similarities as well as differences. This will be followed by 
comparing this to current trends as well as other 
developments that are currently taking places within our 
society. For the final portion of this section, It will be going 
over the history of Grand Forks where the facility that is 
being designed for this project will be located. As well as it 
will be going over the demographics of Grand Forks touching 
mainly on age and race within the city. It will then be wrapping 
up this section by analyzing the material shown above and 
providing a brief summary.
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Historical, Social and 
Cultural Context of Thesis

So, lets begin with a brief history of the long-term care 
facility or nursing home. The first ideas for what would 
eventually become such facilities came to the united states 
from England in the form of the almshouse, these facilities 
where publicly funded and where set up as place to care for 
the sick who would not be admitted into the general hospital 
as those sent to almshouses were those suffering from what 
was considered uncurable diseases such as cancer. These 
places also cared for the poor those how could not work such 
as the elderly if they had no one else to care for them as well 
as those suffering from mental diseases. These facilities where 
not well run or kept with care being provided by other 
residents as well as prisoners serving sentences for minor 
crimes. This slowly change through the 1800s to the early 
1900s as more of the population was living longer do to the 
effects of the industrial revolution there was a needed for 
facilities to care for the elderly population that did not have 
family members to care for them, this lead rise to of other 
organizations in the form of private facillities or religious 
groups creating places to care for such individuals in a more 
home like style but these facilities where normally all founded 
through charity or other public means.
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Historical, Social and 
Cultural Context of Thesis
Though many of these facilities still carried a stigma to them 
from the older almshouses and where often viewed as a last 
resort for many people. This changed within the 1930s when 
government policy such as the united states Social security 
Act of 1935 made it impossible for those within public 
institutions to gain subsites from the government this led to 
these public facilities dying out and many residents moving to 
private facilities in the form of rest homes. The next major 
change would only come 20 years later in the 1950s with more 
regulations to help stop abuse and neglect from taking places 
within these rest homes as well as leading to the creation of 
nursing homes and long-term care facilities that we would know 
of today which are medical in nature.
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Historical, Social and 
Cultural Context of Thesis

fig:45 Almshouse located in New York
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Historical, Social and 
Cultural Context of Thesis
As for how this long-term care facility that is being created 
for this project compares to the historical aspects of 
nursing homes or other such facilities designed to care for 
the elderly. It can be best shown through the 
similarities that it has with these facilities and how it will 
utilize them as well as the differences that can be shown 
through out these facilities when compared to what will be 
done for this one. I will first start on what the similarities are 
for this project and those through out history. To start the 
largest similarity would be its overall function which would be 
to care for and support the elderly within society as many may 
not be able to do so themself. The way that this facility will go 
about would be fairly similar to the older facilities that where 
run by religious organizations or families that needed to care 
for elderly family members and that would be through the use 
of smaller groups as many of these facilities housed a 
smaller number of residents normally around the 30s unless 
they where located within major cities. The other major 
similarity that this facility will have similar style of care, 
compared to older facilities which is that of a more home like 
feel as many of these older facilities from the 1800s where 
more of a shared hosing then a true care facility. As for how 
this facility will be similar to those that came after the Social 
Security Act of 1935.
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Historical, Social and 
Cultural Context of Thesis

It will mainly be from having to adhere to many of the same 
requirements that those from the 1930s onwards had to 
adhere to insure proper care for the residents. It will also be 
similar in the fact that it will utilizes the increase amount of 
medical equipment and standards that is located with many 
facilities starting around the 1950s. As for the major 
differences that will be found within this facility compared to 
historical examples it will be mainly due to the level of care 
which has increased greatly due to medical advancements and 
regulations as well as that this facility will try to remove the 
hospital feeling that many historical facilities had as well as it 
will utilizes design and architecture to help support residents. 
to help create a better standard of living compared to older 
care facilities that mainly relied on medical advancements to 
better residents lives.
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Historical, Social and 
Cultural Context of Thesis
As for how this facility will interact with and utilizes 
changes that are taking place throughout our society in the 
form of trends that have emerged within nursing homes and 
long-term care facilities as well as through out the medical 
profession. The major trends that have been found to be 
affecting long term care facilities is that there is a greater 
push for these facilities to be better connected within the 
community which was a major aspect in many older care 
facilities before the 1930s but was seemed to be phased out 
through out the 40s through the 80s before slowly making its 
way back as a major aspect for these facilities. Another major 
trend that is appearing is a move for more home like 
experiences within these facilities as well as more 
technology to help support residents and to create a better 
standard of living. As for the last major trend that has been 
notice is for residents to have more choices and more 
independence as a whole.
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Historical, Social and 
Cultural Context of Thesis

For how this project it will address these social and 
cultural trends that have formed. It will mainly do this 
through design and layout by creating a facility that will 
utilizes its layout and overall design to better allow residents 
to navigate and find there way throughout the facilities while 
utilizing smaller groupings of residents per sections to 
create a more home like experiences through the uses of 
smaller groups and design to create spaces that have a more 
home like size and feel while still being functional as a space 
to help residents navigated the facility and do day to day tasks 
which would greatly increases residents standers of living. 
Finally, as for the community connection aspect of the facility 
it will try to accommodate this trend as well by being connect 
to a local neighborhood through the uses of walking paths 
and views while also being closes to major shopping and 
entertainment areas that they would be able to attend with 
family or friends.  Which trough these different approaches 
the facilities hopes to better the lives of its residents.
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Historical, Social and 
Cultural Context of Thesis
For this final section the paper will be going over the 
history of Grand Forks where the facility is located on 
the North Dakota side of the river. As well it will be going 
through the cultural and social aspects of the city by going 
over the demographics for age, sex, and race within the city as 
well as cultural aspects of the city and surrounding area. So, 
lets begin with a brief history of the city of Grand Forks. The 
area which was to become Grand Forks first started as a fur 
trades camp called Les Grandes Fourches with permanent 
settlement starting around 1870. The city continued to 
flourish through trade as the railroad came through the city 
in 1880. Throughout this time Grand Forks counties to be a 
trade hub tell present with a large amount of farm goods in 
the form of crops being sent through the city daily. The city 
also became a hub for education when the University of North 
Dakota was set up there in 1883.
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Historical, Social and 
Cultural Context of Thesis

fig:46 Downtown Grand Forks
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Historical, Social and 
Cultural Context of Thesis
This led to Grand Forks becoming a hub for education in 
healthcare aerospace and several other fields. Along with 
this the city also became a crucial part of the United States 
nuclear defenses in 1954 when the Grand Forks air forces 
base was created, this base acted as an interceptor base as 
well as housing a bomber wing. Grand Forks continued to grow 
throughout the 1960s to the present with a major disaster 
striking in 1997 when the Red river hit historic flood highs 
leading to most of the city being evacuated. During the flood 
fire structure and devastated the downtown district of grand 
forks thou the city has recovered and continues to flourish to 
this day.
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Historical, Social and 
Cultural Context of Thesis

fig:47 Grand Forks Flood of 1997
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Historical, Social and 
Cultural Context of Thesis
As for the cultural aspects of the city of Grand Forks would 
be considered a standard mid-western town. The city has a 
large amount of German and Norwegian influences as these 
where the two main groups that settled the area. Thou this may 
change over time as the city continues to grow. As for the city 
itself it has a population of 55,839 as of July 1, 2019. This 
population can be broken down in several ways which are shown 
on the next several pages. Thou the major apsects of the city 
such as age can be broken down with the largest group being 
ages between 18 and 64 with the secound major age group 
being under 18. The city is roughly even regarding sex. For 
race the city is mainly white with african american, hispanics, 
asians, and native americans making up less then a quarter of 
the poulation of Grand Forks combined. 
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Historical, Social and 
Cultural Context of Thesis

fig:48 Grand Forks age chart
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Historical, Social and 
Cultural Context of Thesis

fig:49 Grand Forks sex chart
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Historical, Social and 
Cultural Context of Thesis

fig:50 Grand Forks race chart
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Historical, Social and 
Cultural Context of Thesis
This data helps show many of the different social and cultural 
aspects of the city and how they may affect the design process 
for the project that is created through this work. It shows 
how a facility like this one is greatly needed do to a large 
portion of the 65 and older community is considered having 
a disability at 7.9% of the community. Meaning that over haft 
of the 65 an older community will need assistance in one way 
or another. The data also influences the design do to how it 
shows that great care will need to be taken to make sure space 
within the facility such as the chape can be used by everyone as 
demographic changes within the city are slowly changing. Thou 
these are just the two main areas that are affected through 
the data, but it also leaves much more to consider within the 
design.
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Site Analysis
Views: Overall there are views of residential and business 
along with large open fields within the city to the East and 
North while also having a small park to the North. To the 
South there are business located right next to the site with 
apartments and homes located next to the site along the West 
side as well. As for what design features this presents. It 
would seem the best views would be to the North and East as 
there is a large amount of activity taking places within these 
areas and allows for residences to take in a large portion of 
the city. It may be good to create small scenes in these 
directions to allow residences to better stay connected to 
the city and community as a hole. It may also be good to allow 
views to the West to help connect the residences to the 
community as well.
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Site Analysis
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Site Analysis
Textures: Many of the surrounding textures are courses and 
rough in nature with several smooth textures of the built 
environment mixed in. It may be good to emphases the more 
courses and natural textures as more of the built environment 
continues to get closer to the site.  

Materials: many of the materials that are used around the site 
seem to be concrete, brick, wood, plastic/aluminum siding, and 
metal. Along with a large amount of glass. Overall, It would 
seem that these materials should be located in the project 
especially those used within the residential neighborhoods to 
better tie the facility to that of a residential neighborhood.

Shade and shadow: overall there is not a lot of shade or 
shadows on the site with most being located by the groups of 
trees on the site as well as some being casted onto the site 
towards the end of the day from the west side of the site. This 
will probably need to be address due to how the west side of 
the site will need more lighting due to the shadows being 
casted during the end of the day. 
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Site Analysis
Built environment: Overall, most of the built environment is to 
the West and South of the site but there is construction 
taking place to the North and some to the East which will need 
to be taken into account when designing vistas and lighting for 
the site. Most of the buildings surrounding the site is 1-3 
stories in high. With this in mine the facility should not exceed 
2 stories as to fit into the neighborhood. 

Light: Overall, light is very good on the site especially in the 
morning and afternoon thought it does drop off some towards 
evening do to structures to the West and South blocking some 
of the light. Overall I believe that the structure may need to 
be closer to the east as to allow some light into the west side 
of the site as if it was located towards the west side it may 
block light from reaching homes close to the site on that side. 

Vegetation: plant life on the site is mainly grass and some 
groups of trees this is the same for the surrounding 
structures. Many of the trees will have to come out during 
construction. But it would be beneficial for some trees to be 
brought back into the site such as pines and possible willows 
or other leaf baring trees that are native to the area. It would 
also be beneficial for some native grasses to be brought into 
the project and site.
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Site Analysis
Plant cover: overall, plant cover is very light with just grass 
and a few trees on the site most located on the south side of 
the site.

Water: As for water there is none located on the site but there 
is a pond near by towards the north. As for water on the site 
a small pound may be beneficial but it maybe become a concern 
with it becoming a safety hazard for the residents. Thou it 
should be looked into more. 

Water table: as for the water table it is located between 
21.5-21.6 ft below the surface along with moister content at 
24-23% at 5-100cm with this dropping 1-2% heading towards 
the surface.

Wind: Wind on the site seems to mainly come from the North and 
East side due to the roadway and a large field channeling it 
towards the site. The South and West side has very little in 
the way of wind due to the structures blocking it. Overall, 
There may need to be a wind break made out of vegetation along 
the East side and possibly the North side to cut done on the 
wind coming into the site.

Noise: overall most of the noise on the site comes from the 
North and East due to the busy streets located on that side 
of the site. The best course of action to deal with this is to 
create a barrier made up of trees and other foliage to help 
block this noise from entering the site.
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Site Analysis
fig:52 Site Map of wind, Noise, and major vegtaion
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Site Analysis
Distress: Overall, there seemed to be very little in the form 
of distress on the site. What little there was, was in the form 
of a few dead and dying trees which will need to be removed 
anyways as well as some erosion on the ditch on the east side 
which will need to be fixed to prevent any future problems.

Humidity: humidity varies from 70.99% in Dec to 54.8% in may 
meaning that cooling and dehumidifying will be a concern for 
the HVAC system for the facility

Soil: the soil consists of a slope of 0-2% and is mainly made up 
of wet mollisols from the order mollisols and the suborder 
agoolls. The ground is also very fertile and mainly made up of 
sandy loam, sand and gravel mix, and finally pockets of gravel.

Slope: overall, the site is very flat with the average slope 
within the area being 0-2% meaning drainage will be a problem 
on the site which will need to be taken into account.

Utilities: overall, it seems that there are hock ups on the site 
for water and sewer along with 3 fire hydrants along the east 
side which will need to be taken into account for the design. we 
were unable to locate the power line locations or boxes on the 
site.
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Site Analysis
Human characteristics: overall, there did not seem to be that 
much human involvement on the site before construction toke 
place. With there being a ditch along the east side and a 
smaller ditch rung through the center of the site which may 
mean there is a drainage problem on the site. But other than 
that, the only other human involvement was that of the grass 
being mowed.

Site Characteristics: overall the site has a feeling of being 
under develop or even as a field that just got ingulfed by 
the city. It may be good to keep the farmland feel to the site 
though we are not sure how to go about that.

Visual Form: the visual form of the site is very flat with it 
being surrounded with 1-3 story buildings. Though with a ditch 
rung through the middle the site is divided in haft with the 
south haft feeling more filled out do to most of the trees
being located on it. 

Traffic vehicle/pedestrian: Overall, pedestrian traffic on and 
near the site is very light to none existences, this may be fixed 
with the creation of areas where residents and those from the 
near by neighborhoods could come to and rest and relaxed. 
As for vehicle traffic within the residential areas it is fairly 
light thought the streets on the east and north site have very 
heavy traffic on them for most of the day. This will mean there 
will need to be a way to block noise from these two streets.
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Site Analysis
fig:53 Site Map of traffic on and near the site
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Site Analysis
fig:54 Wind Rose for summer
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Site Analysis
fig:55 Wind Rose for Fall
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Site Analysis
fig:56 Wind Rose for Winter
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Site Analysis
fig:57 Wind Rose for Spring
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Performance Criteria
As for the performance criteria for this structure. We will be 
measuring mainly lighting, energy use, along with temperature, 
and noise levels as well as paths taken. This information will 
mainly be gained through the uses of charts as well as formula 
to figure out targets to achieve the desired effect. As for 
analyzing this information this will mainly be done through 
drawings along with computer simulations and possibly scale 
models. With each of these methods to be used to measure each 
of these different aspects. Finally, for how we will judge if 
this project has met the performances criteria. It will 
mainly be done through seeing that we have met or exceeded 
the set goals for these criteria along with bringing in others 
such as professors or peers to get feedback that these 
criteria where met.
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Performance Criteria
Space allocation: Do to the nature of this structure the sizes 
of different spaces throughout the facility will vary depending 
on their location within the structure making it that there may 
be a room with the same function but different size 
throughout the facility. But in general, the spaces within the 
structure will be the apartments which will be around 500 
square feet each. This will be followed by kitchens, dinning, 
activity/social rooms, and nurses’ stations with storage 
areas along with restrooms which will all very in size 
generally from location to location. As for other rooms and 
space within the structure most have not been determined yet 
thou several spaces such as the offices and conference room 
have been determined with the offices being around 100 square 
feet in area and the conferences room being about 200 to 220 
square feet in sizes.
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Performance Criteria

fig:58 Spaces size chart
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fig:59 Space allocation table
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Performance Criteria
Energy consumption: overall, most facilities such as this one 
use a little under 27 kilowatt-hours of electricity annually. 
Most of this is in lighting, hot water and heating which comes 
out to be about 72% of the total energy used with the other 
28% coming from cooling, computers, and other misalliances 
uses. As for the 72% most of that is made up of lighting and 
heating making these the best candidates to utilizes passive 
systems to help cut down on their energy consumption for the 
facility.

Energy Conservation: Energy conservation throughout this 
project will be done in several ways. The first being that the 
project will strive to achieve LEED silver or higher. This will 
be done to insure that the project will be able to leave a 
smaller carbon foot print and to help conserve energy during 
the operation of the structure through the use of several 
green or passive systems to help cut down on energy cost as 
well as possible pollution and to try and cut down on 
operating cost to insure that most of the daily operation 
budget will be used for the residents of the project. Other 
energy conservation techniques that will be used within this 
structure will come in the form of optimized layouts and uses 
of materials and overall construction to insure as much 
energy is conserved as possible for this project.
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Performance Criteria
Environmental Performance: This project will be geared 
towards minimizing environmental impact as much as post 
within the constraints of the site and the project itself. This 
will be done through several methods such as aiming for LEED 
Silver or higher. The use of passive systems within 
construction and operations of the structure to help cut 
down of possible pollution as well as energy use of the 
structure. As well as the uses of gardens and landscaping 
to help with other more localized environmental concerns 
throughout the site such as runoff, snow, and severe 
weather. As for other environmental performances that this 
structure will be aiming for, such as temperature for 
interior spaces will try to maintain around 73 – 76 degrees 
with individual apartments and suits being able to be 
adjusted for residents preferences. For lighting of areas 
within the facility we will aim for being on the higher end of 
standard lighting spaces do to how many residents within the 
facility need better and more light to perform task and to 
navigate the facility than staff and visitors. As for other 
aspects such as acoustics within the facility we will try to 
minimize as best as we can excess noise from coming into the 
structure or being transmitted into the residents areas form 
the structure itself to prevent upsetting the residents or 
causing problems do to noise levels.
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Performance Criteria
Behavioral Performance: For the usage of this facility, it will 
be operating 24 hours a day as well as all year long. With 
there being several staff shifts with 4 shifts in total two 
during the day and two at night to insure that residents will 
have access to staff and help if needed at all times during 
the day and night. As for the residents themselves most will 
be at the facility during the day with some, most likely coming 
and going with family members throughout the day. The busiest 
time for the facility would most likely be around the afternoon 
with residents coming and going with family members as well as 
friends and family coming to visit residents and possibly 
organizations coming in to do activities with the residents. As 
for how the facility will operate at night which will be when 
the facility sees the least activity. There will only be some 
maintenance staff as well as some nurses and their aides to 
monitor residents to help in case of emergency. Most of the 
facilities amenities will be closed as well during the night do 
to possible dangers that may occur if residents would try to 
use them during the night.
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Performance Criteria
Psychological impact: The psychological impact of this 
facility will be that to improve resident’s wayfinding ability and 
to create an environment that is not overstimulating to the 
residents but also comes off as a home like experiences. This 
will be done through creating layouts that allow residents to 
easily orientate themselves and find the path that they need 
to get to their destination with little to no help from staff. 
The facility will also create spaces with adequate lighting and 
noise along with temperature levels to allow residents to 
perform task on their own with little help from staff. As for 
the aesthetics of the structure. It will aim to create a more 
home like experiences using more residential finishes and 
coverings while also not over stimulating residents with such 
materials and finishes along with trying to keep these 
finishes more neutral to appeal to all residents while 
maintaining the home like experiences. The facility as a hole will 
take on a more residential feel and aspects as well with more 
residential dimensions and proportions along with utilizing 
the neighboring residential material palette and landscaping 
styles. 
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Performance Criteria

fig:60 Space adjacency chart
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Performance Criteria
Environmental Impact: The environmental impact of the 
structure will be low do to several aspects such as the site. 
Which due to the sites size and small number of trees that 
have to be removed there will be little impact to the 
environment in general. The facility will also go about adding 
more plant life to the site through its use of landscaping and 
gardens within the site. The environmental impact of the facility 
will also be lessened due to passive and green building 
strategies that will be implanted within the facility both in 
construction and operation of the facility.
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Performance Criteria
Code Compliances: This project will adhere to all codes laid 
out within the 2018 international building code as well as all 
the requirements within the current ADA rules for 
construction. This site is located within grand forks on the 
North Dakota side of the red river, do to this all requirements 
and local codes for the state of North Dakota will be adhered 
to as well as any and all regulations and codes that the 
county and city of grand forks requirements for a project of 
this type. To insure that all these requirements are adhered 
too, these code books will be referenced throughout the 
process as well as professors from North Dakota State 
Universities architecture department will be asked to look 
over and review the project to insure adherence to these 
codes and regulations. 

Project Cost: The cost of this facility has not been completely 
determined yet. But on average the cost for a long-term care 
facility such as this one is around $160 per square foot. As 
for this facility do to its nature and the residents that it will 
be catering to, I believe the overall prices per square foot 
would most likely be around $200-$270 per square foot 
instead of $160. 
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Performance Criteria
Summary: overall, this project will benefit the 
surrounding community in more ways than one. It will create 
a place that will be able to treat and care for people whos 
health and mental capacity are declining do to age and 
disease. But it will do so in a dignified manner that will allow 
residents to maintain their independence and ability to 
maintain relatively normal lives but with the support in 
places that will be able to help them. Through the uses of 
design to influences the behavior and psychology of the 
residents to better help them with everyday tasks such as 
hobbies or other activities along with allowing them to 
perform tasks independently of staff. 

It will accomplish all this through adhering to all codes that 
are required for both safety and environmental concerns 
which will be address through how this facility will utilizes 
green and passives systems throughout its construction and 
operation to cut down on its environmental impact due to its 
construction and operation. While also being able to cut down 
on its power consumption which will also cut down on its 
overall environmental impact. With a major part of this being it 
adheres to and achieve LEED silver or better which will 
drastically improve its environmental impact for the better. 
While still providing a design that will benefit those who live 
within the facility. 
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Performance Criteria
The final way it will achieve its goals will be through the uses 
of careful layout and design through the uses of spaces that 
will be best suited for allowing residences to find their way 
around as well as allowing them to remain independent longer. 

Overall, I feel that this project will achieve its goals for its 
performances criteria that have been roughly stated above. 
With these goals being categorized and measured such as 
lighting, heating and temperature, noise level and finally 
energy use. That the structure will be creating or coming onto 
the site. With many of these aspects of the project being 
measured or shown through charts, computer programs that 
will simulate different aspects of the project and finally 
through the uses of scale models to better help understand 
the structure as a hole. With the final criteria of how we will 
know when we have met these criteria being done through the 
project hitting points that will be set for each criteria. But 
overall, I feel that this project will meet all criteria set 
before it both those for care of the residents along with its 
operational goals and finally its environmental goals.  
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Process of design
The process that was utilized for the creation of this project 
was straightforward. The process started with the research of 
Alzheimer’s and other memory problems along with how 
long-term care facilities normally would be created and how 
they function. This was followed by more targeted research on 
layout and forum which was found that linear or slight turns 
preferred for such facility. The forum of such a facility can 
vary greatly along as the internal layout is fairly linear in 
layout. This was also followed by research into material 
textures color and light. With findings that material should 
more home-like in styles such as using wood, stone, or other 
materials that would normally be found in a residential home 
or apartments, as well as materials should be simple in texture 
and color due to possible hallucinations that can be caused by 
them along with color needing to be more vibrant than normal 
as to allow residents to better see the color difference also 
with the color needing to be on the warmer side as to better 
keep a more home-like feeling.
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Process of design
Lighting should be on the higher end of the recommended for a 
space that is being lit. This was found to be needed to 
prevent falls due to shadows causing residents to be 
disoriented due to shadows being preserved as changes in 
height or material changes which can cause residents to try to 
avoid them which could cause falls. The light was also found 
to improve the mood of residents, as well as more task 
lighting, would be needed than normal for residents. 
Nature should also use be wherever possible as many 
residents wish to have easy access to natural areas. Which has 
been shown to increase happiness and scenes of freedoms 
within residents. 

All of these findings were then used to set the major key 
requirements for the structure along with Grand forks 
building code as well as the site requirements. All of these 
requirements were then entered into the overall forum that 
was chosen which was an overlapping V shape. This was 
chosen due to the nature that an internal courtyard was 
desired for the residents as well as allowing the structure to 
block southeast directions along with providing views as well 
as light to enter the apartments. Several forums were created 
before settling on an overall forum for the structure which 
will go over more in the design solution section.  
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Process of design

fig:61 Forum 1 
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Process of design

fig:62 Forum 2
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Process of design

fig:63 Forum 3
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Process of design

fig:64 Final Forum
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Design Solution
The overall Solution that was decided on was a V shape dorm 
to allow residents to have access to an internal courtyard. 
The form itself is one v shape that angles down to the ground 
then moves up to the second floor with this entire ramp being 
a green roof with mechanical and administration areas under 
this ramp the other V shape houses the main apartments along 
with the recreation areas within the facility. This form can be 
seen below.
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Design Solution
The interior of the structure is laid out with the main 
administration and machinal areas located on the ground floor 
along with a library, cafes, chapel, as well as conference 
areas, and a main reception area for the facility. With the upper 
floors containing the apartments along with other recreation 
facilities. Each of the apartments is angled at 45 degrees to 
allow the creation of interior front yard areas along the 
corridors. This can be seen on the plans this is done to allow 
residents to create a more homelike experience as well as to 
allow residents to better find their rooms easier and act as 
anchor points. The floors are also offset which can be seen 
below. This is done to allow better forums for rooms as well 
as creating green space for residents.
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Design Solution

fig:65 Site / Floor plan 1 
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Design Solution

fig:66 Floor Plan 2 
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Design Solution

fig:67 Floor Plan 3
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Design Solution

fig:68 Floor Plan 4
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Design Solution

fig:69 Floor Plan 5
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Design Solution
Green design within the structure was designed to meet LEED 
silver standards. Which it does through landscaping and green 
roofs to act as cooling and drainage for the site. It also 
works with a greywater recycling system in the forum of 
watering the site as well as use in the black water system. 
Other green strategies are in the form of recycled materials 
such as carping being used as well as the uses of precast 
elements coming from the nearby prefabrication plant located 
near the site.
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Design Solution
These renders best shown the interior of one of the 
apartments this shows one of the four layouts within the 
structure. With a full kitchen and living and sleeping areas 
with indirect lighting in the forum of the molding along the 
edge of the room.

fig:70 Apartment Render 1
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Design Solution

fig:71 Apartment Render 2
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Design Solution
These interior renders showcase the ground floor main 
corridor looking into the main courtyard. This renders best 
shows the material as well as possible internal planters that 
would be used in the second render showcase one of the 
sitting areas on the apartment floors. Which showcase 
materials as well as lighting for these areas.

fig:72 Interior Corridor Render 
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Design Solution

fig:73 Interior Seating Area Render 
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Design Solution
These exterior renders showcase the green scape as well as 
the overall forum of the structure as well as the green 
spaces within the structure. These spaces were created to 
allow residents to access green areas as well as to help with 
the cooling of the structure and drainage on the site.

fig:74 Exterior Render 1
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Design Solution

fig:75 Exterior Render 2
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Design Solution

4

fig:76 Exterior Render 3

fig:77 Exterior Render 4
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Design Solution

fig:78 Exterior Render 5
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Design Solution

fig:79 Exterior Render 6
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Analysis of 
typology / Goals / Emphasis
The overall Typology of this project fits within the 
typology of long-term care facilities as well as a mixture of a 
mixed-use residential area. The typology of the project differs 
from standard long-term care facilities due to how there are 
more semi-public private areas along with larger more 
stander residential apartments instead of the smaller suits 
that such facilities tend to have. The typology also differs due 
to more mixed uses on the ground floors than normal as well 
as a larger connection to nature and the larger community 
than most facilities like this have. These changes are for the 
best because these changes allow for a better more home-like 
experience which would allow residents to be happier and be 
able to live a more fulling life as they can be more connected 
to nature and the community.

The Goals for this project I believe have been met. I say this as 
it incorporates all the major components that have been 
discussed in the proposal as it meets the green standards 
along with the residential standards as well as the room 
standards that have been set for this project within the 
proposal for the project. This project also meets the 
requirements for the functioning of a long-term care facility 
of its type utilizing the most modern and current findings for a 
design that we have for creating a facility like this one.
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Analysis of 
typology / Goals / Emphasis

The project emphasis creating a facility that allows residents 
suffering from dementia or Alzheimer’s along with any 
other person suffering from age-related diseases to live a life 
of more freedom and a better standard of living for them. I 
would say that this project has accomplished this task for the 
most part as it has created a facility that does accomplish this 
emphasis of creating a freer environment for the 
residents through the use of the layout and the connects 
nature and the community. Thought this cannot be proven 
unless the structure was built and operated to see if it was 
functioning as it should.
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Possible changes to the 
project
During the final critique of the thesis project, there are where 
several changes were suggested for improvements that could 
be made to the project. These improvements that were 
suggested included improvements to apartment layouts and 
hallways areas and structure along with slight orientation 
changes for the project and finally some exterior form 
changes.

Improvement’s layouts and apartment changes that were 
suggest were for slight changes in upper floors for the rooms 
specialized rooms dedicated for those residents with 
Alzheimer’s or other memory issues. These changes included 
straightening or removing the sawtooth form located 
within the hallway. The other change to layout is for the 
layout of the residential hallways should be straightened to 
allow for better access for the residents. The structural 
change that was suggest was for instead of one central 
column system through the building there should be two lines 
of parallel columns flanking the hallway to allow for a more 
usable hallway layout.
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Possible changes to the 
project

As for the improvements suggested for the overall forum and 
orientation of the structure, there were two suggested for 
it they are to change the oration for the structure to allow 
more light into the southern section of the main courtyard 
along with to allow more light to enter the main structure. 
The other major forum change that was suggest was to instead 
of having a uniform façade / forum across the structure would 
be to create a more organic form with apartments exterior 
facade forming into one or having more push and pull aspects 
within the exterior of the structure.
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Critique of research in the 
creation of the project
Overall, I feel that the research done for this project was 
done to a high quality as well as being very thorough though I 
would state that more interviews should have been 
conducted to better get an understanding of residents from 
different facilities as well as staff from a different facility, 
to get a better more comprehensive understanding of how one 
would work in this facility along with how resident feel about 
being in these facilities. The other aspects of the research 
that was conducted such as the case studies that were 
conducted allowed a large number of findings of the how 
facilities around the world as well as how different size of 
facilities and ages. The case studies in general I believe are 
consistent and informative in nature thou I believe that there 
should be at least 3 more case studies to increase a better 
understanding of the creation and layout of these facilities. 
Thou overall I feel that the research conducted within this 
project is concise and informative.
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Thesis Boards

Courtyard Render

Lounge Space

Ground Floor Gallery 

Memory and Health
Short video of the exterior and few key interior spaces. 

Walkways

Alzheimer's dementia and other such disease are ever-increasing within our population as well continue to live 
longer. To compasate for this, we needed to start creating long term care facility in ways that instead of being 
places where residents chaperoned by staff at all time but instead be designed in such a way to allow residents to 
maintain their freedom for as long as possible by creating spaces that allow residents to be connected to nature 
and each other more, be contusive to allowing resents to find their way about the facility with minimal help from 
staff along with, creating and maintain the sense of community within the facility as well as with the surrounding 
community but also creating a sense of home and maintaining privacy for the residents.

Abstract

fig:80 Thesis Board 1
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Thesis Boards
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Early form 3

Early Form 2

Early form 1

SectionSection 

5th Floor

4th Floor3rd Floor

Early Forms of the 
structure

Layout: 
The layout of the facility is designed to allow residents suffering from dementia, Alzheimer's, or 
any other age-related diseases to easily negated and find one's way around the facility without 
or with limited assistance from staff within the facility. It does this through a central corridor 
with gathering space places along the path to sever as anchor points for residents, along with 
semi-private/public spaces located within front of each apartment to allow residents to 
personalize their apartments more as well as act as an away for residents to distinguish their 
apartment from others located within the facility. 

Nature:
The facility will also utilize nature to help residents remain independent, allowing residents 
to move freely about the presses will maintaining a safe area for the residents. This will be 
accomplished through the use of private balconies, an internal courtyard with gathering 
areas, walking paths throughout the site, along with green roofs that can be accessed by 
residents. The natural elements of the facility will also be used to bring the nearby 
community to the site to allow residents to still be connected to the community as a whole. 

Structure

Root barrier 

The deeper portion of the Green 
Roof is for accommodating bushes 
along the edge of the roof.  

Flashing 

Insulation  

Moister barrier 

Form 
The overall form of the structure was derived from two overlapping Vs. This was done for several reasons the first 
was for the creation of apartments that would allow for a saw-tooth pattern where internal front yards would be 
created for residents to use. The second major reason was for the creation of an internal courtyard that would be 
protected while being accessible for all residents. the form was lowered on the west side of the site and its height 
increased on the east side to allow for both a residential block to be formed well as access to the green roofs but 
also to allow light into the courtyard along with not blocking light to the neighboring homes and apartments of the 
west side of the site. The final major reason was that it allowed for the creation of large green roof spaces that 
could be used by residents will also help with the facilities' heating and cooling expenses as well as with drainage 
on the site.  

Locations :
Apartments are located on the 2nd 
floor through the 5th floor, running 
along the exterior walls. 

1.Lobby
2.Cafe
3.Kitchen
4.Coffee Shop
5.Storage
6.Chapel
7.Libary
8.Office
9.Store
10.Break room
11.gathering rooms
12.Nurse stations
13.Hobby space
14.Conference room
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fig:81 Thesis Board 2
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Interview Resident

What aspects of daily life do you feel you have the most troble with and 
what aspects do you feel you have the least trouble with?
 
 Im not sure.
 I like it here.

is there certain areas that you find more difficult to find your way too or 
from?

 I been under quarantine, so you can not go back or forth in the 
 facillity. 

Is there any aspects of the current design of the facility that you feel 
hinder you during your daily life?
 
 Im unsure.

What is your thought process for when you wish to go somewhere?

 Im not sure. 
 You can’t go anywhere due to quarantine.

Is there portion or aspects of rooms you rember better than other 
aspects of a room?

 Can’t rember quite anything of down stairs.
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Are there certain light levels that you have the easiest time seeing or 
working in?
 
 Ligh levels for doing tasks are good.
 Bright.

What would you say is the most difficult aspect of finding your way to a 
location?

 Im not really sure.

Do you have any tricks or ways that you use that help you to rember 
objects, tasks, or locations and if so what would they be?

 No, not really.

How often do you feel you may need help to find your way around? 
 
 Can’t say becasues nurese take us anywhere that we need to go do   
 to the quarantine.

What do you feel could be done or changed to allow you to better find 
your way around?

 i don’t know.
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Is there aspects of the facility design that you find enjoyable to use if so 
what are they?

 like my room very well.
 Its big.
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Interview Staff

What are some of the most common aspects of day to day life do you help 
residents with the most?

 House keeping.
 A close second, personal care, helping in rest rooms and dressing   
 and undressing.

Are there aspects within certain rooms or areas thta you noticed that 
help or hinder residents or your work with residents?

 Quite a few times do to furniture or gifts.

What rooms seem to be the hardest for residents to find?
 
 In the past finding bathrooms in there home if they have dementia or  
 alzheimer’s.

have you noticed any aspects of the facility that either hinder or help 
with your day to day tasks?

 No.

Do residents seem more nervous or agitated in certain rooms or spaces, 
and if so would you be able to discribe the space?

 Those with dementia or alzheimer’s are most relaxed in own home or  
 room, but if going out it can cause confusion.
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have you noticed light of a room causing diffrent behavior within 
residents?
 
 Not that i noticed.

Is there certain defining characteristics of a room that residents seem to 
rember more than others?

 Not that i am aware of, if they do i have not heard it mentioned.
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What are some of the most common aspects of day to day life do you help 
residents with the most?

 Baths, dress, meds and changing them as they are completely 
 dependent.

Are there aspects within certain rooms or areas thta you noticed that 
help or hinder residents or your work with residents?

 No all are in custom wheel chairs an G tubes with them being 
 located all on one level with wider halls.

What rooms seem to be the hardest for residents to find?
 
 Not sure we move them about the place.

have you noticed any aspects of the facility that either hinder or help 
with your day to day tasks?

 Not really. 

Do residents seem more nervous or agitated in certain rooms or spaces, 
and if so would you be able to discribe the space?

 I don’t think so because it is there home that they are in. 
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have you noticed light of a room causing diffrent behavior within 
residents?
 
 If it is overcast they will sleep more than if it is sunny then they   
 will be more active. 

Is there certain defining characteristics of a room that residents seem to 
rember more than others?

 Not that i know of.
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